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W hat It Means to Integrate Data Processing
by LANSDALE BOARDMAN
Staff Consultant, Scovell, Wellington & Company, New York, N. Y.

Distinguishing integrated data processing as a concept and method
from equipment through which it may be applied, the au thor o f this
article then identifies the progressive steps by which office and accounting equipment has come to embody the idea more fully. He
identifies the several data processing sequences most adaptable to
integration and the steps which the industrial accountant can take
to evaluate his company's situation and needs. An example of integration is offered which does not involve electronic equipment.

NTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING i s t h e

I which is not entirely new.

new and promotional name for an idea

The phrase refers to the processing or handling

of data or information by integrated means, i.e., by methods that unify the
whole operation. The purpose is to handle clerical work without breaking the
flow by stopping to recopy names and figures or to proofread the recopied data,
and also to minimize rehandling involved in transfers between operations.
Fam iliar�—But�Fragmentary�—Form s�of�Integration
In the past we have had a number of applications of the idea of avoiding
recopying jobs. The use of carbon paper for copies of correspondence is a simple
example, and this idea has been already carried far in the use of form sets and of
duplicating masters. In a different field, the use of punched tape by the cable
companies has been standard for years, to avoid manual retransmission of messages at relay points. The familiar pegboard for the assembly and crosstotalling
of information on columnar strips of paper, is an example of the elimination
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of a rewriting step which would otherwise be necessary at the time of selection
of the data to be crosstotalled. However, it is to be noted that the operation is
not integrated far, because the entry of the figures into an adding machine or
comptometer is still manual.
However, more complete systems than these elementary ones were developed
before the phrase integrated data processing was invented. The one - writing
accounting boards are most familiar to us in the form of payroll systems where,
through use of carbon and shingled forms, a clerk can prepare a paycheck stub,
a payroll journal entry, and an earnings record entry without recopying. Bookkeeping machines have also been available for some years which perform these
steps simultaneously and also do the extensions and footings automatically, requiring manual attention only for the selection of ledger cards and for the entry
of fixed and variable data. Punched -card machinery represents the nearest
approach to integrated data processing which has been available prior to the last
few years Through automatic use of fixed data, such as rates and names, these
machines have shown us many of the advantages of integrated data processing,
although they do require that each machine operation have rather close supervision and that nearly all additional processing steps be started by the manual
transfer of cards and the manual setting of machine operation programs.
Characteristics of Integrated Data Processing
In all our thinking it is important to remember that integrated data processing
is not a type of machinery but a method of approaching the problem of handling
information. Basically, the aim is to reduce to an absolute minimum the manual
retranscription of data while processing information through the various necessary steps. The idea is to have the initial receipt of the information in such
form that no further manual copying is needed. If a record which can be read by
automatic machines —for example, a punched paper tape —is prepared whenever
a sale is recorded on a cash register or whenever an employee punches a time clock, this goal is achieved. Often, however, the best method depends on one
transcription of the data at the time of its receipt, through the preparation of
punched tape or punched cards either as a by- product of the issuance of an initial
document, such as a sales acknowledgement, or as the initial recording step in
processing a document such as a suppliers invoice.
In general, if electronic machines are used in the integration of data processing,
the work needs less constant attention. They handle, not one step, but a series
of operations, following standard instructions developed in advance to apply to
1192
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each type of data received or computed. Receiving information from paper tape,
punched cards, or magnetic tape, they do not require the close watch, for example,
of an operator who feeds cards into a conventional sorter or of a clerk who
operates a bookkeeping machine.
The machines (whether mechanical or electronic) are also distinguished by
their increased use of common language in the form of codes. When account
names are expressed as code numbers and these numbers are punched into cards
or into tape, this translates them into a common language —the pattern of punched
holes —which is understood by various machines. A certain amount of translation is necessary in any integrated data processing installation. Information
must be expressed, not in spoken or longhand words but in keystrokes of a machine keyboard or in punched holes in tape or cards or in electric pulses in a wire
or in magnetized spots on a tape or drum. Often the language must be one common to various makes of machine. The teletype tape code, using five rows of
punched holes in paper tape, is being used most frequently. However, many
machines are available which can translate, again for example, letters and numbers previously punched in paper tape into letters and numbers represented by
holes in punched cards or by magnetized spots on magnetic tape. Thus, the
emphasis on a single common language code, which was stressed in some of the
first installations, is now changed to emphasis on the use of some of the
language codes which machines understand.
Integrated data processing does not depend on the use of a specific type of
machine, nor on the use of a group of machines designed to be used together. It
is quite possible for an installation to use equipment of several manufacturers
with few special design changes. The industrial accountant can fit together, say,
conventional form sets produced by one manufacturer and the equipment of
several others. The writing may be performed on a conventional teletype machine, the teletyped data fed by tape into an electronic calculator built by another
manufacturer, the results reported on a highspeed printer built by still another
manufacturer, with distribution of the information made through the use of
copies run from a duplicating master on equipment of yet another manufacturer.
Integrated data processing is a system, not a specific package of machinery, and,
as this example shows, the machinery is not necessarily all of the latest electronic design.
Another factor normally in an integrated data processing installation is the
combination of data from several types of source to produce the result. This is
unlike the use of a conventional desk calculator, which receives one factor in one
keyboard and another factor in the other keyboard, and then reports the product
of the factors. In an integrated data processing system for payroll, the maJUNE, 1956
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chinery receives constant factors (like pay rates and taxable limits) from one
source and stores or files this information. Variable factors (like hours or pieces)
come from another source, while carry - forward balances (such as cumulative
earnings subject to payroll tax) are stored in still another way. Similarly, inventory work requires the use of stored balances, plus receipts data from one
source, less shipments data from another source.
The foregoing paragraphs were intended to give, not a textbook definition
of integrated data processing but a general picture of what it looks like in
practice. Integrated data processing is also to be distinguished from nonintegrated methods because of two rigid requirements which appear in any
mechanical or electronic installation:
The form of the incoming detail must be
standardized. For example, payroll time
cannot be expressed sometimes in hours
and quarters, sometimes in hours and
tenths, and sometimes in hours and min.
ufes. Similarly, the instructions to the
machinery have to be precisely standardized. If a plant has a variety of pay
incentives, the machine program must
contain instructions for the steps in cal.
culation of each type of wage, and each
report fed into the machine must contain
an identifying code showing which type
of calculation is applicable. The newer
electronic equipment can handle a larger
number of alternative methods, but the
machines are unintelligent —they cannot
decide how to make a calculation in the
absence of specific detailed instructions.
Therefore, in an integrated data proc.
essing procedure, the data put into the
system must be edited completely, to
catch all cases which are exceptions for
which the machines or forms are not
designed.

2. The other requirement is of particular
interest to auditors. The system must be
planned so that improper data cannot
get into the procedure. Time reports,
vendor invoices, or shipping reports must
be so handled that data is not processed
unless it has been approved by the timekeeper, the accounts payable section or
the shipping supervisor, respectively. In
other words, the data requires preaudit
by human beings, regardless of how
magical the machines may appear. Fur.
fhermore, there is the problem of making
sure that all the data is fed info the
system. Serial number controls or batch
ifem controls, for example, would be
necessary to prevent omission of some
shipping reports. On payroll, a proof of
hours might serve in certain cases; alternatively, one might use a comparison
of employee clock- numbers for which the
machine did not receive reports with a
list of absences reported from the shop.

What Types of Equipment Do Integrate Data Processing?
The forms of equipment available for integrated processing of data fall into
four main classes. Duplicating processes may be named first. They are not
basically new, but recent improvements have increased their usefulness in providing informational copies of data for the various persons who require reports
or statements, because they are suppliers or customers or members of management. The industrial accountant can use carbon paper or spot carbon in continuous or bound form sets. He can specify transfer methods, such as "ditto" or
"multilith," or photographic methods, such as "ozalid" or "photocopy." Or he
can use addressing stencils or plates.
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Punched -card methods are often valuable because of the rapid sorting and
classifying of data which is possible at low cost. The edge - punched cards of
the McBee keysort system are appropriate in certain cases. In larger installations, the punched card machinery of International Business Machines, Remington Rand, or Underwood -Samas will be preferred. In many such cases, the
variable information is keypunched into cards in detail, while the fixed data
is entered into calculations or reports through use of interfiled mastercards or
through the use of detail cards with this information mechanically prepunched
before the start of the processing of current data. Mention can also be made of
the "mark- sensing" device of I.B.M. which electrically reads pencil marks on a
card and converts them into numeric punched holes.
Punched tape for teletyping has been in use for some years. However, the use
of this device in office operations is new and relatively economical. Typewriters
producing punched tape are in the same price class as bookkeeping machines.
Adding machines and other equipment producing punched tape as a by- product
can also be used. The conversion of punched -tape data into punched -card records
can be done on machines which have a monthly rental below the salary of a keypunch operator and have a continuous operating speed above the operator's
average. An obvious advantage of punched tape in a decentralized company is
the transmission of tape information by wire to a central accounting point.
The fourth type of machinery available is electronic equipment, the calculation
and storage units of which receive and issue data, usually in the form of magnetized spots on plastic tape. Although actual usage today is limited to pioneering efforts by the largest businesses, the fantastic speed of this apparatus will
be used by moderate sized organizations in due course. Generally, the data used
by this equipment is in the form of punched tape or punched cards, and this information is translated on to magnetic tape as the first step toward processing.
Data Processes Most Readily Integrated
The most practical opportunities for applications of integrated data processing
are to be found in situations in which data goes through several steps in processing before final results are obtained or has several different end uses. Essentially the majority of these situations also fall into four groups. The first is
acquisition of material by a business. This can be considered as requiring one
series of paperwork steps consisting of— purchasing, accounts payable, and
cash disbursements. The principal volume of data is set up in the first step and,
if the system is successfully planned, the subsequent steps are accomplished
JUNE, 1956
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through use of minor amounts of additional data in conjunction with automatic
retranscription of the original data. The order sets up the vendor name, material description, quantity and price, while subsequent steps reflect date of
receipt and any revisions of quantity or price.
The sale of goods or services by a company is the second area and necessitates a similar series of paperwork steps consisting of sales order, billing, accounts receivable and collections, with an additional step for various statistical
analyses of sales and orders.
The third group is employment of men. This requires a record system which
is usually first on the list for automatic processing, covering the following main
steps: timekeeping, payroll, and labor distribution. Although the calculations
in the payroll step are often more complicated, the system, in general, in its
application of the philosophy of integrated data processing, is not unlike the
paperwork function for purchasing and for sales.
Finally, production control is related to each of the previous three series of
data processing operations in that it uses detail from sales order analysis, from
purchased receipts analysis, and from analysis of production by direct labor.
These types of information are used in connection with detail regarding production capacities. From this it produces such varied information as inventory balances, plans for optimum balancing of assembly operations, requisitions for the
purchase of material, and estimated delivery dates for sales orders.
An Example of Integrated Data Processing in the Order Function
As an example of a specific application of integrated data processing, let
us take the case of a company which recently made such an installation. It is
interesting to note that the company is not a "giant" corporation and that its new
system does not involve electronic equipment. The company produces various
wire products sold to manufacturers of appliances, electronic items, and various mechanical components. With a volume of nearly 100 orders a day —
usually for small quantities —an annual business of $10,000,000 is done. The
company was not satisfied with the time required for initiation of sales orders,
nor with the long delay each month before sales analyses became available.
A large proportion of orders is for standard materials, with finishing operations to the customers' specifications. Thus, much of the material is stocked
in semi - finished form, ready for final operations, and only a portion of the
orders is filled directly from stock. The company had been using a sales order
form set with enough copies to cover acknowledgment, shipping, and billing
requirements. Additional steps were necessary for preparation of production
1196
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orders and for development of sales analysis on edge- punched cards and open
order analysis on bookkeeping machines. It was necessary to set up a separate
section in the company's organization to handle the processing of sales orders.
This clerical function had been handled by a group of house salesmen, with
specification definition being entered by means of a review of the orders in the
inspection section of the plant before typing could be started.
This has been reorganized to centralize the responsibility for clerical work
and for standardization of customer specifications. The company is installing
the use of typewriters which type standard data (selected from master -card files)
on each sales order automatically, such as customer name and address, standard
product description, and any special specifications of a customer which regularly
recur on most of his orders. Other data, including variables such as quantity
and price, are typed manually. At the same time, the typewriter is automatically
preparing two punched tapes. One serves to produce punched cards for open
order analysis; the other actuates automatic typing of most of the invoice data
at time of shipment. A duplicating master is part of the order form -set and,
after addition of scheduling data, copies of this serve as a production order and as
shipping papers. At the time of invoicing, the second punched tape mechanizes
most of the typing of the invoice. At the same time, the invoice typewriter
produces a punched tape which will serve to produce cards for sales analysis.
This is clearly integrated data processing. It will be seen that the company
has tied together in mechanized sequence all repetitions of information in connection with:
I. Customers' orders
2. Specifications
3. Production orders

4. Order analysis
5. Shipping paperwork
6. Invoicing
7. Sales analysis

Basic Review of Company Sifuation Is Needed
The industrial accountant, after considering the situation and problems of
his company, may recommend the integration of data processing. However,
he should not do so only on the basis of a study of the technical details of the
organization's present systems. It is his responsibility to start with much more
basic questions.
The first subject for review is the information available to the company's
management and others. The accountant should form an opinion as to whether
men are getting the data they need and getting it promptly enough. The following paragraphs are a quick review of the types of information normally
required to operate a manufacturing business:
J U N E , 1956
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I. Adequate sales data should be available.
Regular summary reports are needed on
orders received and on open, unfilled
orders. The flow of detailed data in the
office must be adequate to produce fast
customer service on new orders, to provvide immediate shipment from stock or
immediate initiation of production schedules. Management also needs sales analyses, by product or product group, by
customer or class of customer, and by
salesman or territory. These analyses
should compare results with goals,
budgets, or forecasts which have been
planned in advance.
2. The types of production data required
vary considerably with the industry. In
general, it is necessary to develop specific information in advance regarding
the company's requirments for materials
(purchased or carried in inventory) and
for labor. A manufacturer also should

have regular reports comparing actual
productivity with goals.
In order to keep the company's finan.
cial position strong, the management
needs reports which permit control of
cash, receivables, inventory, and current
liabilities, so that the working capital remains adequate for both normal and unexpected problems of the business. Information regarding purchase commitments, in relation to the company's expected needs and in relation to expected
market prices, must also be maintained.
Finally, the accounting and control system should provide statements comparing, on a departmental basis and on
a companywide basis, the actual results
of current operations with budgets prepared in advance as a result of joint
studies by operating management and
financial management.

The accountant also should review the reliability of basic data for reports
available to management. For example, the cost standards may be out of date
or the material requisitions may not cover all withdrawals from the stockrooms or the time reporting system may not properly reflect actual idle time.
These questions are important because, if the accountant establishes a new system with modern machinery but continues to use inaccurate basic detail, all he
will achieve is the more prompt production of erroneous reports.
The accountant also should consider the company organization to see that each
function, both on the detail level and on the supervisory level, is in the hands
of appropriate persons. People of differing backgrounds and personalities are
required for technical duties, contact with the public, and clerical duties. If a
man or a section is trying to fulfill functions requiring contradictory abilities,
some of the functions may be inadequately performed.
After these reviews of availability of information, reliability of data, and the
appropriateness of organization, the accountant may recommend the integration
of data processing in conjunction with other changes in company methods and
organization. In the course of improving the information of the business, he
will also review the present system to spot points at which recopying of data
can be eliminated by the use of newer methods or duplication can be avoided if
the flow of paperwork loops back and repeats itself. The role of the industrial
accountant in connection with these and other systems problems is not that of
a machine technician. His task is to make an objective appraisal of the requirements of the business for information and of the methods of assembling data
to supply this information.
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Elements of Office Automation —
and Preparing for It
by HERMAN C. HEISER
Manager, Management Accounting Department, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery,
Philadelphia, Penna.

The present article looks at the preparations needed when an electronic equipment installation is contemplated. It faces toward
automation in the office and is prefaced by identification of principal
areas of data to be processed and of manual and mechanical stages
of operation —in factory and office —which precede the automatic stage.

HE INTRODUCTION

of electronics equipment into the field of data proc-

essing has initiated a new concept of handling the increasing load of clerical
T
and administrative work in the office. Accounting and supporting clerical
procedures as we know them today will undergo radical changes as companies
introduce into their systems the new and glamorous electronic machines, as
well as the many other devices needed to develop a truly automatic installation
for data processing. Perhaps we can never expect complete automation in
the office inasmuch as no machine can ever replace human judgment but,
because electronic equipment can operate at extremely high speeds and can perform operations requiring logical decisions, a high degree of mechanization
and automatic data processing is now possible
Logical decision as applied to data processing means the automatic selection
of alternate processing instructions, depending upon predetermined conditions
of the data at certain stages of the processing cycle. For example, an electronic
computer, in the processes of up- dating an inventory file, can be programmed
to compute the number of parts to be produced to restore the inventory to a
predetermined maximum balance if the quantities issued from stores reduce the
balance below a predetermined minimum. This, of course, would be an alternative to the normal instruction to proceed to processing the data pertaining to
the next part number.
Nature of Data Processing
Before proceeding with discussion of automation for data processing, it
would be well to analyze some of the more important functions of data procJUNE, 1956
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essing, however performed. The consummation of a business transaction requires both communication and action within the company organization. Every
function of business (ordering, producing, shipping, disbursing, billing, etc.)
requires action by company personnel in accordance with communicated instructions from other personnel. It is in the areas of communication and action
by clerical and administrative personnel in all departments of the company
that office automation is now being introduced, primarily because of the increasing complexities of business. Communication lines have become more extensive
and more people must be given more explicit instructions, to keep the entire
enterprise coordinated and in balance. Data processing is a term which is being
currently applied to all of the "paper work" functions and consists of any one
or any combination of the following operations:
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Recording or writing
Reproducing or transcribing
Coding or identifying
Calculating
Posting

6. Sorting
7. Matching
8. Transporting
9. Storing or filing
10. Inspecting

As companies grow in size greater departmentalization is required in physical
operations and, consequently, the need for more complete and timely information increases the clerical work load manyfold. In order to keep clerical
costs within reasonable bounds, the principle of specialization has been employed. For example, separate departments are organized to handle sales orders,
production scheduling, billing, credit, accounts receivable, etc., and within
each department employees are grouped by clerical operations performed,
such as order editing, typing, posting, etc. B y this means, repetitive operations
can be handled more efficiently by personnel trained specifically for the operations. Thus, we can see that, essentially, our offices are organized on a functional or operational basis. This organizational characteristic has been further
developed by the mechanization of clerical operations through specialization
in the operation of office machines by types. Let us consider now the effect
of utilizing electronic data processing equipment. Because of its versatility, presently developed electronic equipment can perform almost any combination of
the clerical operations and, consequently, can potentially completely process
all data pertaining to a business transaction. Instead of performing one or a
few operations on many transactions and passing on to the next operation,
electronic equipment completely processes one transaction before proceeding to
the next. The processing of data by electronic methods, therefore, consequentially follows manual rather than present machine methods.
1200
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What Data Is Processed?
Preparatory to a discussion of automation in the office, consideration should
be given to the interrelationship of the various procedures that make up the
complete business system. A typical set of related procedures for a manufacturing company follows, comprising the accounting system:
I. The accounting system proper
2. The sales, order and cash collection procedure
3. The purchasing and cash disbursement
procedure
4. The personnel and payroll procedure
5. The production and inventory control
procedure
6. The bookkeeping procedure

7. The budgetary procedure
8. Other procedures, including
a. Traffic
b. Credit
c. Quality control
d. Engineering
e. New construction and maintenance
f. Taxes and insurance
Etc., Etc.

All of the foregoing procedures are interrelated. For example, sales order
and cash collection procedures must provide for the recording of the essential
source data which is to be communicated to other departments to indicate
action to be taken. Under present methods, original data are received by many
departments, interpreted, recorded, processed and communicated to other departments for action. In many cases additional data are added to data received. As
an example, material specifications, manufacturing operations, etc., are added
to sales order data to prepare production orders. Then, again, certain original
data received are deleted from some forms and recorded on others. Usually,
multiple copies of forms are routed to various departments where only perti•
nent data are transcribed for further processing. In addition, after each department has taken action it is necessary to communicate the results of such
action for further processing by another department.
Upon analysis, it can be readily seen that much of the data processed under
present methods are duplicated again and again and that a great deal of
clerical effort is expended in performing repetitive operations which do not
require human judgment, such as writing, transcribing, posting, sorting, transporting, etc. The principle of work simplication is primarily one of minimizing
this duplication and the introduction of integrated data processing holds great
promise for the elimination of the drudgery from office and accounting pro
cedures.
Distinguishing Manual, Machine and Automatic Operation
The word "automation" is becoming quite common in our business vocabulary. But, what is automation? How does it differ from mechanization?
J U N E , 1956
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Since the term was first employed in the factory, an analogy with office procedure might be helpful. In factory parlance, an article can be manufactured
by hand, by machine, or by automatic equipment. If the article is fabricated at
a bench by the use of hand tools and requires the judgment of the worker as
to dimension and finish, then we say the article is made by hand. If the article
is fabricated by the use of a machine set up to produce in accordance with
prescribed dimensions and finishes, then we say, that the article is machine
made. Operator judgment is still required, however, to determine the sequence
of operations, to make allowances for variations in the quality or characteristics
of the material being processed and to reject articles which do not meet production standards. But, beyond this, it is characteristic of automatic machines
that they are designed to automatically sequence operations, adjust for variations in material and reject substandard product.
Basically, this ability to sequence operations (including starting and stopping)
and to modify the processing of material, depending upon its conditions or
dimensions, constitutes the foundation of automation. Electronics have been
applied to many factory operations, including inspecting processed articles and
rejecting substandard product and automatically starting and stopping, depending
upon whether the production line is empty or full and depending upon whether
a supply of material is in position for processing, as well as motivating equipment for a wide variety of conditions.
In the office, as well as in the factory, operations can be said to be performed
manually, by machine, or by automation. Manual methods employed in the
office are well -known to all. In fact, the present intense interest in automation
has arisen because of the preponderance of "pen and pencil" work being done
today. As to mechanization, office machines of various kinds have been used
for many years and there have been continued improvements in their operational characteristics. Office machines may be classified generally into three
groups.
I. Key operated machines

2. Punch card machines

3. Electronic equipment

The first two groups are mechanical devices and most machines in use today
are turned over by electric power. Key- operated machines require the operator to insert input data manually, which is then processed and printed out on
tape or paper forms. Punch card machines are operated by cards which have
punched into them in machine language the data to be processed. The operator is required to feed the cards into the proper machine and to sequence
the operations. The punched card is the forerunner of the common language
media to be discussed later in this article.
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Electronic equipment, including electronic computers, differ radically from
mechanical equipment, inasmuch as there are basically no moving parts. Processing of data is accomplished through the use of electrical impulses and the
storing of such impulses electronically or magnetically. This development makes
it possible to operate at extremely high rates of speed and to internally store
a program or set of sequential operating instructions for the machine to follow, depending upon the status of data being processed. These characteristics
have opened the door to true automation in the office.
Pre - Requisites for Applying Automation in the Office
In order to accomplish true automation in the office, three elements must
be considered:
I. Integrated data processing

2. High speed - computing

3. Communication

It has been mentioned that business data processing involves several types
of operations. Therefore, many kinds of office equipment must be used, from
typewriters and other types of recording machines to computers and printers.
We also recognize that, in processing data for a business transaction, much
of the information is required for all of the steps of the processing cycle.
For these reasons, it is necessary to integrate all of the data and to provide
common language media compatible with all of the machines which will be used
for processing the data.
Automation implies the automatic processing of data, hence, the future
business system will have to include a high speed electronic computer. Although only the very large companies will be able to justify the use of the
so- called giant all purpose electronic computers, many manufacturers are offering small scale computers for smaller companies. The term "computer" as
applied to electronic data processing equipment is somewhat misleading, since
this equipment can, with the peripheral units needed for input and output of
data, perform almost all clerical operations.
Communication, the third element of automation, is of paramount importance. The development of automation will logically lead to centralized data
processing. Therefore, it will be necessary to transmit data rapidly from its
source to the processing center and to transmit promptly reports and information to management at diverse locations. The selection of a common language
medium should take into consideration its compatibility with various types of
office equipment and with available methods of communication. It is for this
reason that punched paper tape is used by several companies. This medium
J U N E , 1956
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is the tape used in teletype installations. Several manufacturers are in the process of developing means of transmitting magnetic tape but, at this time, punched
paper tape is the preferred medium, since many manufacturers of office equipment have provided for adapting their machines to its use.
Further, everyone who has studied the problems involved in effecting automation in the office agrees that substantial investment will have to be made
both in terms of manhours to be spent in preparatory work and in subsidizing
the cost of electronic equipment during the early stages of installation. The
time reported by several companies as spent in preparing for and installing
electronic equipment runs to many man years in every case. Experience, thus
far, indicates that approximately 75 per cent of the preparatory time is required for analysis and redesigning of systems and procedures and approximately 25 per cent for programming and installation. During the early stages
of experimentation and installation, the potential capacities of relatively expensive electronic equipment cannot be fully utilized. Consequently, some
excess data processing costs should be expected.

Preparing for Automation
The course of action necessary to prepare for automation consists of:
I. General analysis of present procedures
2. Design of an integrated data processing system

Inasmuch as automation involves radical changes in the organization of
data processing functions, it will not usually be possible to adapt existing procedures to the new types of equipment to be utilized. Nor would it be desirable to perpetuate in the new system the existing duplication of work or
the great amount of interim paper work prepared only for the purpose of
serving subsequent data processing operations. It is necessary, therefore, to
make a comprehensive analysis of present procedures for the purpose of eliminating unnecessary data or operations under the new system and to determine
the required input and output data. Because of the almost limitless scope of
automation, the analysis should be undertaken in several separate broad areas,
for example, sales, production, procurement, budgets, costs, etc. However,
due consideration must be given to the interrelationship of these areas.
The analysis should have as its objective the determination of desired output data, i.e., the type and content of the various reports and the purpose or
use for which each manager requires a particular report. In addition, the
files to be maintained as part of the system should be indicated by this analysis.
Input data or source information required to produce the various reports and
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to maintain the desired files must be determined. Such input data must be
classified as either constant or variable data. Constant data are data which is
common to all business transactions of a type and data which can be standardized, such as customer name, product description, material specifications, sequence of manufacturing operations, etc. Variable data are applicable only to
a particular business transaction. Constant data can be processed automatically
while variable data require clerical interruption. It is obvious that the system
design should strive for maximum standardization of transactions so that as
much of the data as possible will become constant. This requires a high degree
of skill in system design and the recognition by management that exceptions
created by policy should be minimized.
In addition to the analysis of required output and input data, it is necessary
to make a comprehensive analysis of existing procedures. Methods of recording data, points in the processing cycle at which additional data are introduced,
clerical operations performed, the sequence of operations, and the flow of forms
and documents should be set down in an organized manner. Systems analysts
are skilled in the use of various forms of flow charts and other techniques used
for analysis and design of new procedures. Careful review of the results of
such analysis is necessary to determine that all required data and clerical operations are known and that all unnecessary work is eliminated in the new procedures.
The steps to be taken in the design of a new system for automation are:
I. Select the general area to be covered
and specify the starting point (input)

charts (which are graphic presentations
of the data processing cycle).

and the conclusion of the procedure
(output).

3. Write up descriptions of functions of
the personnel to be employed in the
operation of the system as well as detailed instructions covering the opera tions to be performed.

l . Lay out an integrated plan of procedure, usually in the form of flow

The design work is perhaps the most difficult phase of the overall program
and requires a thorough knowledge of basic system design as well as a specialized knowledge of the characteristics of electronic data processing equipment and
of the current developments in new equipment being designed and offered for
sale or lease by the various equipment manufacturers. As in every new field,
practical experience must be gained in the use of electronic equipment and in
communications before the full potential of automation can be realized.
A Look at the Installation Problem
Although we are dealing here primarily with the preparation necessary for
automation, the steps to be taken in connection with the installation of the sysJ U N E , 1956
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tern must be anticipated during the preparatory part of the program. Therefore,
let us review, briefly, those steps, which are:
I. To institute the required basic changes
in procedures
2. To select the equipment
3. To instruct personnel in new techniques

4. To prepare the programs or detailed
machine instructions
5. To test the programs
6. To install (cut -over) to the new system

Because automation will lead to the establishment of data processing centers,
the new procedures will cut across many departmental lines. Procedures which
are in part duplication and are presently maintained for special purposes, such
as inventory control, production scheduling, cost accounting, etc., will be supplanted by overall procedures providing complete information pools which will
be used for all purposes. The practical approach to the problem of transition
is to effect the necessary changes in existing procedures for the purpose of obtaining coordination and uniformity. This work should be initiated well in advance
of the equipment installation, so that the transition can be made smoothly.
Although the selection and ordering of equipment must be timed with regard
to manufacturers' delivery dates, it is desirable to complete as much of the preparatory work as possible before the final determination of equipment specifications. The practice of ordering equipment without having previously made completely adequate studies and an overall system design cannot possibly lead to the
best result. Employee training is part and parcel of preparation. Equipment
manufacturers, technical societies and several universities are presently offering
courses of instructions in the field of integrated data processing and electronics.
Personnel selected for the operation of equipment and those charged with the
development of a program for automation will need such special training. T h e
time necessary to devote to employee education will, of course, depend upon the
particular function to be performed by each person. However, not less than
one year should be provided for a personnel training program.
As we have seen, the outstanding feature of automation is the programming
of equipment. These detailed operating instructions are prepared in coded
machine language from the flow charts prepared as part of the system design.
This function will create a new class of skilled personnel, known as programmers, who will need an intimate knowledge of the operating characteristics of
particular machines. As practical experience is gained, a good programmer will
be able to devise many short cuts which will shorten processing times. While
processing times are computed in milliseconds (thousands of a second), time
savings when applied to a large volume of repetitive operations will be a most
important factor in the efficient operation of the system.
After programs have been prepared, they must be tested by a series of sample
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runs through the equipment. During this process, errors in programming may
be detected and corrected before actual installation. As in any system change,
careful planning is required to effect the cut -over from the old to the new system. Both the old and the new system should be operated in parallel for a sufficient length of time to make sure that the new procedures are operating
properly.
Advantages to Be Expected
The major advantages of office automation are lower clerical costs, more timely
reports, accessibility of data for sporadic management use, and ability to determine the optimum course of action in many areas of management decision which
today cannot be determined scientifically within reasonable time limits. Automatic data processing offers opportunities to reduce and keep within bounds
mounting clerical costs by the elimination of most of the human intervention
now necessary in the processing cycle. The utilization of equipment operating
at electronic speeds and of modern communication methods will make it possible to substantially reduce the time lag in preparing reports to management.
The development of new techniques of storing data electronically will make it
possible to have vast amounts of data available almost instantly to meet special
demands of management.
Many management decisions — such as the determination of the proper quantities to be ordered or manufactured, the best production or sales product mix,
the best combination or sequence of production techniques to produce the greatest yield — can be based upon scientific determinations rather than solely upon
experience and judgment. Operations research, as this has been labeled, is
being developed by utilizing the high operational speeds and logical ability of
electronic equipment.
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A Progress Report of Our Computer Installation
by EUGENE R. DONAT
Computer Programming Analyst, Data Processing Service Department, Collins Radio Company,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Presented here are the actual experiences of a company already having
an extensive and well developed tabulating system which now, in less
than a year, has selected and installed a computer and converted a
sizeable number of applications, i. e., payrolls, production requirements
and material control to the new system. All phases of computer
selection, systems planning, programming and coding, and computer
installation and operation are treated in nontechnical detail.

Of electronic data processing the accountants attention has been
I directed primarily
toward those major corporations who are installing large N THE FIELD

size computers and undergoing lengthy and costly programs of extensive paperwork reorganization. However, for many companies such an ambitious program
may be neither feasible nor desirable. Is it, then, necessary for these companies
to do without or delay indefinitely the adoption of any computer? The answer
is emphatically "No ". A variety of medium -size computers is available today
which very adequately meet the speed, capacity, and flexibility requirements of
the average company.
This paper is a case study of how our company installed a medium -size computer and is benefiting operationally from its use as well as having laid the
groundwork for a more comprehensive electronic data processing system. Our
method of approach, while not universally adaptable to all companies, does
illustrate a realistic and practical program.
Our company is engaged in the research and development, design, manufacture and sale of radio communications and air navigation equipment. The
total employment is approximately 8,000 which includes personnel in the home
office and main plant at Cedar Rapids, Iowa and branch plants at Dallas, Texas
and Burbank, California. The systems control department, a part of the secretary treasurer division, is responsible for company -wide systems and procedures and
data processing activities. Exhibit 1 illustrates this organizational structure. The
data processing services department located in the home office provides technical
assistance and control through the media of detailed operating procedures, forms
and machine plugboards to ensure standardized operating methods by tabulating
departments located in each of the three manufacturing plants. These tabulating
departments consume approximately 50 million new cards annually in the exten1208
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sive processing of production control, material control, sales, cost accounting and
general accounting information.
Despite the efficient operation of these sizable punched card installations,
it appeared that the addition of electronic computing equipment would have
a beneficial effect on the data processing services department's ability to more
adequately and economically provide timely, accurate and comprehensive information required for the effective administration and control of company
operations. The remaining sections of this paper outline the sequence of events
which occurred in our selection, installation and subsequent effective application
of electronic computing equipment.
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Selection of Our Computer
The successful application of electronic computers to scientific and engineering projects during World War II caused business management to view them
as a potentially fast and economical tool in the processing and analysis of
accounting data. In a creditably short period of time, computer manufacturers,
in consultation with potential business users, developed a new line of business
computers possessing the high speed input- output units, enlarged internal storage capacity and flexibility of operation required to adequately process the
variety and volume of data so characteristic of business.
During this period of development, management personnel of our company's
secretary- treasurer division undertook an intensive program of reading, attending conventions and seminars and discussion with manufacturers to determine
what computing equipment was available and how it could be profitably applied to our work. They concluded that our program of automatizing the
office should be achieved through a gradual transition, making use of current,
modestly priced equipment for the operating benefits and invaluable experience
to be gained. This was considered preferable to continued procrastination
until such time as mushrooming paperwork costs and competitive operating
efficiencies forced us into a costly and revolutionary "crash" program of electronics conversion. Research strongly indicated that a computer of the medium size, general - purpose class could be readily justified by its application to several
large "pay -off' jobs such as payroll, labor distribution, production requirements,
material control and engineering research. The capacity and flexibility of such
equipment would be adequate for our purposes with only a moderate expenditure for computer rental and systems conversion.
The IBM 650 data processing computer, announced in 1953, appeared so
promising upon preliminary investigation that a tentative order was placed to
establish early delivery priority should further research prove it, of all available
computers, best fitted to our requirements. Before any final decision was made,
however, several computer manufacturers were requested to further explain
features of their equipment and to make preliminary surveys demonstrating how
they could be profitably applied within our company. Factors considered of
prime importance in our evaluation and selection of a computer were as follows:
1.

Versatility —Did it possess the required flexibility to process a wide
variety of accounting and engineering work through intricate series of
calculations without interruption?

2.

Speed and capacity —Could it accommodate the volume of data to be
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processed including peakload requirements? Particular attention was
paid to the speed of input- output units and internal storage capacity.
3, Accuracy —Did it have a field - proven record of high accuracy by its
input- output units and by its internal computing components through the
use of self - checking circuits?
4. Reliability —Did it have a good record of uninterrupted operation, of
prime importance in assuring performance of vital work with a minimum of breakdown? How satisfactory was the computer maintenance
service provided by the manufacturer?
5. Expandability —To what degree was the building -block principle embodied in the basic computer so that additional storage capacity and
high speed input- output units such as magnetic tapes and printers could
be attached as they were made available and considered profitable for
our use?
6. Compatibility —Would it integrate economically and with a minimum
of effort into our existing highly developed punched card tabulating
systems? Punched card alphabetic and numeric information must be a
common language to all data processing equipment in order to achieve
maximum operating advantage.
7. Technical training and assistance —Did the manufacturer provide adequate computer training and technical assistance in the development of
computer applications?
8. Lease vs. purchase —Could it be leased, thereby avoiding a large initial
capital outlay and the possibility of obsolescence loss when new or improved equipment is substituted?
9. Cost—Could cost of the computer rental and attendant expenses be
justified by commensurate savings or improvements in our paperwork
activity ?
10. Availability —Could it be definitely promised for early delivery or was
sales talk premised merely on anticipated future developments?
After careful evaluation of the available computers in light of the above
selection factors, we concluded that the IBM 65o data processing computer
was best qualified to meet our particular requirements. This computer is a
medium -size general - purpose machine with maximum capacity of 20,000 digits
of storage on its magnetic drum. Flexibility for diverse accounting and engineering applications is achieved by rapidly stored internal instructions which permits
automatic, uninterrupted performance of an intricate series of calculations.
Like other true data processing machines, it sequences, stores and summarizes
JUNE, 1956
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information, in addition to performing any mathematical computation. Source
data is read in at 200 cards per minute and processed data punched out at 100
cards per minute. Provision is also made for the addition of high speed storage,
magnetic tape and high speed printing units to the basic computer at a later
date as desired. Agreement was reached within our company that two - thirds of
computer usage was to be assigned for accounting applications and that our
research and development division was to use the remaining one -third for
engineering computations. The 650 computer order was definitely confirmed in
May 1955 and delivery at our home office set for January 1956.
Organizing Our Computer Project
In the eight month period remaining before computer installation in January
1956 we were faced with the sizable project of selecting and training a computer
staff, conducting cost comparison studies of procedures and, finally, of programming a number of initial "pay -off" applications.
The manager of the data processing services department, because of his
extensive experience in mechanized data processing methods, was assigned
the additional duty of administering the computer project. Organizationally,
this appointment reflected our decision to integrate computer and tabulating
activities into a single system to achieve the most efficient and effective use of
available equipment and technical skills. A staff member of the systems control
department was assigned to act in an advisory and coordinating capacity to
assist in the integration of all company paperwork activity. Two staff members
of the data processing services department were appointed as computer programming analysts for all accounting applications. In our opinion, their knowledge of punched card equipment, of company systems and procedures, and
their established working relationship with other company personnel would be
invaluable in these new positions. We felt equally sure that they could rapidly
acquire the technical skills of computer programming. At this same time, two
mathematical analysts were appointed by the research and development division
to serve independently as programmers for all engineering applications. This
completed our basic computer staff. In May 1955 this staff and certain tabulating
supervisory personnel attended a one -week 650 basic programming school conducted locally by IBM instructors. This was followed shortly by a two -week
school in advanced machine operation, programming and coding techniques,
which only the computer staff attended.
Having completed our training, we were now in a position to conduct
feasibility studies to determine probable savings and other benefits attainable
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in converting various tabulating applications to the computer. The cost and
time required to conduct these preliminary studies were reduced to a minimum
by two factors: first, the existence of detailed flow charts on all present tabulating procedures simplified their analysis; and second, comparisons of present
and proposed methods were based on good estimates of volume and time requirements rather than detailed figures of spurious accuracy. The two accounting
programmers conducted feasibility studies for each possible application in the
following manner:
1. Comparative cost —All elements of the present tabulating method and
proposed computer method were analyzed for comparative total costs of
machine rental, supplies and operator wages based upon standard rates.
2. Elapsed processing time —All phases of the two methods were analyzed
to determine the comparative time interval required to process source
data through various overlapping operating steps including the preparation of final reports. In many instances the earlier availability of particular report data to its users is an extremely important factor.
3. Auxiliary benefits— Special notation was made wherever a comparative
method could achieve significantly improved accuracy, simplified source
data reporting, more comprehensive report information or other improvements.
4. Magnetic tape potential— Special notation was made of procedures which
appeared particularly fitted for the eventual adoption of magnetic tapes
as a replacement of present voluminous card decks which require prolonged processing time and extensive storage space.
5. Tabulating revisions —Where the analysis and evaluation of present
tabulating methods indicated that certain revisions would improve operating efficiencies, notation was made and the improvement immediately
effected.
As might be expected, the cost and elapsed time comparisons obtained between the proposed computer methods and our existing highly - developed
tabulating methods were not as spectacular as those which one would normally
anticipate if the comparison was against a completely manual system. However,
computer advantages were gratifyingly high on a large proportion of the procedures studies. In fact, we discovered several areas of application which we
had heretofore assumed not profitable for conversion. The studies also provided a rough estimate of what reductions in tabulating machine usage time
and operator time could be achieved as work was converted to the computer
and also what the computer's probable work load would be.
J U N E , 1956
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The findings of all studies were carefully reviewed by the entire computer
staff for creative imagination and completeness. After weighing the factors of
comparative cost, elapsed time and auxiliary benefits, we classified the applications studied as follows: great advantage on computer, some advantage on
computer, no advantage on computer, or no application on computer. Factory
payroll, labor distribution, and material control, because of their high priority
rating, were selected for immediate conversion. Because success of our project
depended upon scheduled completion of all assignments, realistic target dates
were then established for all phases of systems analysis, programming, coding
and conversion.
Computer Systems Development
Our next step after completion of the feasibility studies in July was that of
systems analysis to determine final report specifications, the source data requirements to develop this information and finally the detailed data processing
method necessary to best achieve the desired results. Our objectives were to
improve the quality, time and cost elements of paperwork activity through
simplification and integration of mechanical data processing methods. We were
firmly convinced that proper analysis and development of computer systems,
even though time consuming, would be the prime factor in determining the
ultimate success or failure of our computer installation. Computers have the
ability to extend the area of mechanization, by projecting into a single errorless
operation, complex procedures which previously required multiple mechanical
and clerical steps. But despite this great potential, if the overall systems are
inadequately analyzed and poorly developed, the only result can be substandard
operation, wasted time and money, and extensive revision.
Our computer applications were assigned one at a time to the individual
programmer for development through all phases of systems analysis, programming and coding subject to consultation with and review by the entire computer
staff. Applications in their development had to meet two basic requirements.
They were to be coordinated with our present related tabulating methods for
maximum operating efficiency and they were to conform to our step -by -step
master plan of ultimate paperwork integration. Our program of computer
systems development may be described as follows:
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2.

should be organized. Our objective is to determine how masses of operating data can be manipulated into more comprehensive and easily
analyzed reports. By placing this as the first step in systems development
we properly relate all activity to the final objective.
Establish source data requirements —Based upon report specifications, we
next determine what basic source - information is required and where and
how it can be most simply, accurately, and economically obtained. Present
reporting methods often require extensive revision and reorganization to
achieve these desired results. Our objectives are: simpler and more accurate standard reporting methods, earlier scheduling, increased screening
and control of source data, improved design of source forms and punched
cards, better coding techniques, and simplified transcribing of machine

source data.
3. Create data processing system— Having established source data and final
report specifications, we next seek the most time - saving and economical
sequence of computer, tabulating and clerical operations within the data
processing services department to complete this intermediate processing
phase. We find flow charting one of the most satisfactory devices for
making a complete analysis of all steps and conditions to arrive at the
one best method. Any data processing procedure, regardless of its apparent complexity, is simple if broken down for detailed analysis of its
special characteristics. After determining a definite processing method we
write detailed procedure instructions for key punching source data, assembling of data preceding the computer operation, and for printing
culminating reports from computer output. We also write detailed computer input- output data and processing specifications in preparation for
-programming and coding the computer routine, as described in the next
section.
Computer Programming, Coding and Testing
Upon completion of systems analysis, we are then prepared for the actual
programming and coding of computer instructions. Programming can be defined as the technique of analyzing and planning the detailed internal computer
routines required to achieve accurate, automatic, and uninterrupted processing
of all variations and conditions existing in the input data. We find flow charts
to be an excellent device for visualizing the overall computer problem and reducing it to a comprehensive and logical series of steps. A single -page summary
flow chart is drawn to depict the entire operation. From each segment of this,
J U N E , 1956
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individual detail flow charts are drawn, illustrating step -by -step machine processing routines for use later in directly coding machine instructions. In properly
accomplishing the above, the programmer must thoroughly understand the
computer and procedure if he is to devise new and improved methods of obtaining maximum computer performance. In our case, early efforts were enhanced
by long experience in tabulating machine methods, including those of the IBM
609 calculator, plus the continued exchange of ideas and evaluation of accomplishments by the entire computer staff.
The complete flexibility of computers permits their use on highly complex
procedures, but it also means that implicit instructions on every detail must be
given if the computer is to function correctly. All possible exceptions and
inconsistencies of data must be noted and the necessary safeguards and checks
incorporated to ensure automatic and foolproof operation. To accomplish
uninterrupted processing with a minimum of operator intervention, we program
the computer to automatically check the validity and completeness of input
data and to punch, for most types of errors, an identifying "error" card without
stopping. Error groups of input data can then be pulled, corrected and re -run
after the main operation. Also final control totals accumulation is programmed
to permit complete balancing of all factors in the process.
Coding is the technique of manually translating the detailed programming
flow charts into a sequence of numerically -coded operating instructions which,
when fed into the computer, act as an internally stored program. A case problem
is simultaneously worked, step -by -step, to verify the completeness and accuracy
of coding. We use various methods of optimum coding on programs where it
appears that increased computing speed can be achieved through this technique
of locating data and instructions on the storage drum in such a manner as to
attain internal computing speed commensurate with the input- output card unit's
maximum speeds. To be quickly and accurately performed, coding requires
great concentration. Consequently, we find it advisable to have our programmers concentrate solely on their coding project, without distracting activities or
duties until its completion. Despite its quality requirements, coding takes little
time compared with activities such as systems analysis. For example, our payroll
and labor distribution application of approximately 1300 instructional steps
required less than a week for one programmer to code.
Standard operating manuals are compiled for each completed computer application, which contain: punched card layout forms, programming flow charts,
computer instruction coding sheets, magnetic drum usage charts, plugboard
diagrams, and detailed machine loading, operating and corrective routine instructions to simplify operation. The completed program is then ready for thorough
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testing to prove that it will correctly process all data according to specification
under actual operating conditions. Sources of possible error include:
1.

Input data analysis—Unanticipated conditions due to an incomplete or
inaccurate statement of source data specifications upon which programming

was originally premised.
2. Programming logic —Programmer's failure to logically plan the detailed
sequence of internal computing routines necessary for the automatic,
uninterrupted and accurate processing of all data.
3. Instruction coding—Incorrectly coded machine instructions, such as transpositions, duplications and invalid codes due to clerical inattention or
distraction.
Many of these errors are detected and corrected by auditing the program
charts and coding sheets prior to machine testing, thus eliminating the unnecessary cost of attempting to detect them all on the computer. Audited instructions
are then key punched, one per card, and mechanically listed in various sequences
to detect additional errors, such as invalid codings, and attempted double usage
of drum storage locations. Following this, we compile small manually calculated
input and output test case card decks which incorporate all possible types of
input data and processing conditions. This deck is used to prove, initially, that
the plugboard which controls reading in and punching out of information is
functioning correctly and to trace the internal processing steps to prove accuracy
of the new computer routine. This same deck, incidentally, serves after conversion of the system as an excellent test prior to each production run to prove
that instructions have been correctly loaded and that the computer is functioning
correctly. A second large volume test compiled from actual source data is next
used to prove sustained, accurate operation, using "live" data under real operating conditions. Programming errors are easily corrected by re- making the
instruction cards in question. Upon completion of testing, we consider the
procedure ready for conversion to the computer system.
Approximately two months before our January installation, we took our
payroll, labor distribution and material control program manuals, coded instruction decks, plugboards, and test decks to the nearest IBM 650 test center
for complete testing. All subsequent computer applications have been tested
on the computer in our own office. Testing results of programs developed thus
far have been most gratifying. For, despite our relative inexperience in computer techniques, most applications have required only minor revision. We can
best attribute this degree of success to management's insistence upon creative
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imagination and meticulous attention to detail through all phases of systems
analysis, programming and coding.
Installation and Operation of Our Computer
Pre - installation activity, in addition to the development of computer applications, included preparation of necessary physical facilities and the orientation
of personnel. Approximately one month prior to installation, we enlarged the
floor space of our Cedar Rapids tabulating department to permit a more efficient
arrangement of our existing tabulating equipment and to provide space for
construction of a special computer room. This room was fitted with acoustic tile
on walls and ceiling to reduce the sound level. Exhaust fans were installed to
dissipate heat generated by the computer and arrangements were made for air
conditioning to maintain temperature and humidity levels required by the computer. A desk, plugboard storage rack, wiring table, card file and key punch
machine were also installed. Machine plugboards and all newly- designed source
documents, tabulating cards and report forms developed for the computer applications were ordered in adequate supply.
Tabulating and related personnel were oriented as to the computer's features
and its proposed uses. Every effort was made to allay employee fears of displacement and to attain maximum interest and cooperation in the program. In
so doing the computer was properly presented as another new and improved
piece of equipment which they themselves would use in reducing or eliminating
many of their present monotonous and time - consuming tasks.
The computer was installed at our home office, subjected to exhaustive accuracy and reliability tests by the manufacturer's maintenance personnel, and
released for use on January 9, 1956. Immediate preparations were made for
parallel runs and conversion of the completed payroll, labor distribution, and
material control computer procedures. We did find it necessary to resolve a
considerable amount of detail in effecting these conversions. Meetings were
conducted to brief operating and related personnel on procedures, control methods and computer operation. Duties were assigned and target dates set to ensure
scheduled performance of work with a minimum of error and confusion. Source
data required for parallel runs on the new computer system was validated and
converted to the desired punched card formats. With this combination of proven
computer routines, trained operating personnel and audited input data, we had
adequate reason to expect a reasonably smooth and rapid conversion of production work to the computer system.
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The programmer who had been responsible for systems analysis, programming
and coding of a particular computer application was also delegated to assist in
administering its conversion and to guide and check all areas of operation for
adherence to the established standard practices. After operating personnel were
thoroughly experienced and the procedure routinized, the programmer was then
in attendance only upon request, to assist in resolving the inevitable minor
difficulties and to make the revisions or improvements necessary if the system
was to operate smoothly. This experience gained while administering and evaluating these early conversions has been an invaluable guide to the programmers
for improving and refining subsequently - developed applications.
It has been our practice to convert only one application at a time, running
parallel operations on the computer and conventional tabulating system with
actual operating data until we are convinced that the new computer system is
functioning perfectly. Results of the two runs are compared in detail to prove
that the new system is accurate and complete before any work is entrusted solely
to the computer. Most of our applications were run in parallel only a single
time, with such satisfactory results that the cutover has been effected immediately.
In example, our first application, factory payroll and labor distribution, was
run in parallel on January 19 with results which compared perfectly to our
existing system. In fact, the computer detected a minor rating error which
had occurred on the conventional tabulating method. The system was cut over
on the following week and has continued to date with marked success. Material
control was run in parallel on February 1 with comparable success and was cut
over the following day. All subsequently developed applications have also been
converted with similar results.
An important factor in the success of our program has been the enthusiastic
support and cooperation and the excellent suggestions offered by tabulating and
related personnel. They have oriented themselves to the new methods and
carried the increased workload and inconvenience of the conversion period to
accomplish a resulting rapid and effective assimilation of the computer into our
mechanical data processing system. In this respect we have witnessed, not a
one -man show, but rather a concentrated team effort by the entire company's
data processing personnel.
As stated earlier, two thirds of available computer time is reserved for accounting applications and the remaining one -third for engineering applications
developed independently by mathematical analysts of our research and development division. Each week a schedule of anticipated machine usage is prepared
cooperatively to ensure even distribution of the workload and the completion
of vital production jobs. No attempt is made to set fixed hours each day for
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accounting or engineering work. Certain accounting applications which must
meet definite completion deadlines are granted precedence over other accounting
and engineering applications which do not require as rigid work schedules.
Because computer time is such a valuable commodity, every effort is exerted
through improved scheduling and operating methods to prevent idle time and
inefficient operation. To assist us in this endeavor, detailed records of actual
hours for testing, accounting applications, engineering applications, idle time,
preventive maintenance and unscheduled down -time are carefully recorded for
review and, if necessary, corrective action.
Under our computer contract, the manufacturer provides trained maintenance
personnel to perform all preventive maintenance and repair work required. Any
computer malfunction is reported to these men for immediate correction. In
addition, regularly- scheduled periods for preventive maintenance are provided
to thoroughly test and service the machine. We feel that the time required for
this servicing has not been excessive. Also, to the best of our knowledge, the
self - checking computer units have never allowed a computing error to pass
undetected. This is particularly gratifying, because the reliance imposed upon
a single machine to perform vital data processing, places any organization in a
somewhat vulnerable position in the event of prolonged machine breakdown.
Present Status of Our Computer Applications
Our rate of progress in the programming and conversion of accounting work
to the computer has been very satisfying. At the present time, four months
after installation, we have eleven regularly- scheduled accounting applications
in operation. Because system requirements vary greatly between individual companies, it will be useful here to review only the more salient features of what
the computer does in the following major applications.
1.

Factory - clerical payrolls and labor distribution— Balances attendance hours
against separately reported labor distribution, computes weekly gross earnings, taxes, deductions, and net pay, computes new quarterly and year -todate earnings and taxes, computes new bond issues and balances, computes
direct and indirect labor distribution detail, and develops 53 final totals
for complete balancing of all payroll factors. Output information is
used for direct preparation of checks, statements, payroll registers, labor
distribution and varied year -to -date earnings reports.

2.

Measured - day -work performance— Compiles rated and extended daily
labor distribution and simultaneously analyzes types of work performed
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and efficiencies based on standards for each person in measured - day -work
sections.
3. Production requirements— Audits and summarizes the applicable months
of the manufacturing schedule file into a five - period projection of activity.
Bills of material are then exploded for comparison of projected material
requirements against inventory stocks to determine shortages and overages.
4. Material control —Up -dates component parts, service parts and finished
goods perpetual inventories by daily transactions to reflect the current
stock, order, reservation and availability status of all parts.
5. Job order material costing— Applies accounting classification codes, prices
at standard, and extends all material expended in performance of engineering and production orders.
As accountants we are primarily concerned in the record- keeping uses of
computers, but we should not overlook their application to engineering tasks
in our companies. In our situation, through the shared use of the computer for
engineering work, not only were we able to more easily justify early installation
of a computer but, more importantly, the entire company is benefiting by the
design of better engineered products in less time and at less cost than formerly.
Mathematical analysts of our research and development division, in their activity of providing assistance to design engineers, are compiling extensive
libraries of standardized mathematical computing routines. Engineers desiring
use of the computer service, write descriptive routines of the proposed physical
system using simplified coding methods. This information is then submitted to
the mathematical analysts who formulate the method of analysis, assemble
standard library programs, run the problem on the computer and assist the
engineer in interpreting the results. Engineering routines are in two broad
categories.
1. Numeric analysis —The use of equations to determine the effect which

varying physical conditions and other factors will have on product performance.
2. Data reduction —The organization and reduction of masses of operating

data to determine operating characteristics of a product.
Through these uses of the computer to solve lengthy and complex formulas,
we are able to obtain faster, and more accurate, economical, and complete information than was previously obtainable and, at the same time, free the engineer for creative research and scientific analysis.
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More Progress Ahead
Having concluded our initial project of computer installation and operation,
we are able to draw some definite conclusions regarding the results of this
program and to determine our next course of action. In approximately one year's
time we have accomplished all phases of organizing our computer installation
and actually placing into production a sizable number of "pay -off" applications.
Within a few months, we anticipate breaking even on direct operating costs of
the installations, in addition to having experienced a gratifying degree of work
methods simplification, earlier scheduling, higher processing accuracy and more
comprehensive report data. Also, as a result of the experience gained and techniques developed during this period, our computer staff is now a trained nucleus
capable of assuming more extensive and complex electronic data processing assignments.
In line with our policy of cautious but continual progress toward complete
integration and mechanization of data processing activities, we are entering a
second phase of development. A tentative order has been placed for auxiliary
magnetic tape input- output units and output printer units which will increase
the capacity and versatility of our basic computer. Members of our computer
staff have been trained on these devices and are currently conducting studies to
determine the extent to which they will make possible new processing techniques
and areas of application which have been heretofore impossible or economically
unfeasible.
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Using a Computer to Reconcile
Inventory Counts to Books
by FRANK S. HOWELL
Member, Headquarters Staff, Auditor General, USAF, Washington, D. C.

There is a need for descriptions of applications of electronic computers in arriving at solutions of problems ordinarily defying economical handling. The present article is such a study. It describes,
with little interference from technical terms, how equipment processing perpetual inventory records was programmed also to disclose,
for almost immediate re- check, major differences between count and
records and to automatically adjust the books to the count for minor
differences.

the massive detail required for control of
E inventories in a modern ofmanufacturing
plant has moved forward rapidly
LE CTRONI C

PROCESSING

since the introduction of electronic computers several years ago. But full utilization of the computer's ability to perform complex clerical tasks with its almost
infallible accuracy and to furnish management with valuable information, the
costs of which would be prohibitive if obtained in any other manner, is still
hindered by limited vision, which recognizes in the electronic computer merely
a means for more rapid performance of established routines.
This was the situation in which the XYZ Corporation found itself after
several years' experience with its computer system. Many routine operations,
including preparation of payrolls, were rolling smoothly through the system.
The perpetual inventory records, which embraced almost 21,000 items, were
being up -dated weekly by means of electronic processing. Management was
well pleased with the speed and accuracy of these operations, once the initial
programming difficulties had been overcome.
Unsolved Problem: Reconciling Item Counts and Perpetual Records
But the use of a computer for processing inventory records had not solved
the problem of reconciling such records with the annual physical count, nor
did it contribute much to the control of inventories generally, which had not
been contributed under an earlier system of punch -card processing. Even though
the possibility of clerical errors in posting and transcription had, to all intents
and purposes, vanished, differences between annual count and the records still
J U N E , 1956
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occurred with distressing regularity and numerous and substantial adjustments
of individual item records were required at each inventory taking. Especially
was this true of active items, of items which were of low unit values, and of items
which were stocked in large quantities. On the other hand, stock items which
showed little activity between annual counts, items the characteristics of which
were such that they were not readily subject to pilferage or unauthorized use,
and items which were so large as to preclude loss or improper identification
consistently showed a high degree of accuracy each time a count was made. Even
in these cases, however, a number of variations between the physical count and
the electronically processed perpetual inventory records could be expected each
year.
XYZ management recognized that the primary reason for taking an annual
physical count was to establish the reliability of its perpetual inventory records.
If those records were continually showing significant variations from the count,
it was obvious that corrective action should be taken, but how could the areas
for such action be located without an undue expenditure of effort? In respect
of any single item, a discrepancy between the inventory records and the physical
count might have been caused by poor record keeping, by theft or unauthorized
withdrawals, by breakage or other loss, by inaccurate count of stock on hand, by
any number of other factors, or by a combination of several.
The Computer Reports on Count Accuracy
Assuming that the information on daily stock changes fed into the system was
accurate in the first place, a problem with which all levels of inventory management were constantly grappling, use of the electronic computer would have
eliminated the errors stemming from poor record keeping, so that most discrepancies between count and records would ultimately by traceable to poor work
in the stock bins or to errors in the count. If these could be properly classified
and if some way could be found to concentrate management attention on the
areas most in need of improvement, a significant gain in operating efficiency
could be achieved. After studying this situation at length, management concluded that the company's electronic computer system could provide a solution
for these problems by (1) automatically adjusting reasonable discrepancies between physical count and inventory records and ( 2 ) furnishing listings of those
inventory categories in which the lack of control indicated by record /count discrepancies was so great as to clearly suggest a need for corrective action.
The procedures ultimately adopted by the XYZ Corporation, after months of
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trial and error, provide for automatic processing by the computer system of the
inventory count card developed through the taking of a physical inventory.
During this processing, adjustment of the stock record accounts to actual count
is effected automatically for individual items when predetermined conditions
as to the relationship of the physical count to the quantity appearing in the
record have been met. The system prints out lists of items which show differences between physical count and inventory records in excess of predetermined
acceptable figures.
The procedures include a method for ascertaining the degree of accuracy of
the current records for each individual item and for determining whether this
degree of accuracy is better or worse than that which might have been anticipated,
based on past experience. Precise limits have been established for the quantities
and dollar values within which inventory records are automatically to be adjusted
to the physical count. Within these limits, as record accuracy approaches 100
per cent, adjustments of quantities and values are made for larger and larger
dollar amounts. As the accuracy of the record /count relationship decreases,
automatic adjustment is limited to ever smaller dollar amounts. When the computer system, in accordance with specific instructions, finds that the discrepancy
between count and record is so great that it must refuse to make an automatic
adjustment, it prints out the stock item number and description, for verification
of the inventory count. The quantity appearing in the inventory record is not
reflected in the print -out, as management is well aware of the tendency of inventory crews to suddenly "find" missing material instead of going through the
painful process of a recount!
Making Sure of the Input Data
As a first step towards utilizing its computer system to adjust acceptable discrepancies between physical count and inventory records, and to provide a means
for pronerly classifying the non - acceptable differences, XYZ management undertook to study and improve its inventory - taking procedures. Although this was
in some ways equivalent to the "purification" of procedures which represents
the first step in programming accounting routines for computer processing, in
this case it had no direct bearing on the operations of the computer, itself, but
was designed to minimize the likelihood of certain persistent errors which had
repeatedly cropped up in previous stock - takings. Space does not permit a description of the controls established to guard against types of errors recurring in
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counts. Some of the areas in which management took aggressive action, in some
cases months before the start of the count itself, are listed below:
I. Checking and correcting the locator files.

4. Training and instructing supervisors and

2. Determining which stock numbers should
be scrapped and written off.
3. Making a preliminary survey for -and
properly scheduling —the count.

crews.
5. Establishing firm controls over the count
cards, including a final check for missing
cards.
6. Establishing firm controls over stock during the count process.

This concentration of interest on the physical count processes was dictated
by a lesson bitterly learned in earlier years, to the effect that even the fastest and
most modern computer does no thinking of its own, with the result that a
single error in the input data may bring about a whole chain of derived errors
in the ultimate output.
The Company's Electronic Equipment
The computer system of the XYZ Corporation consists of standard medium size equipment several years old, coupled with a more recent type of high -speed
printer. Data may be fed into the computer, itself, in the form of punched
cards or magnetized tape. Output consists of printed lists, punched cards, or
tape, as desired. A three -man crew is directly responsible for operation of the
system, with a maintenance man on immediate call.
In the subsequent paragraphs describing the electronic processing of the
inventory count cards and the concurrent adjustment of within- limits discrepancies, every effort will be made to avoid the use of technical terms understandable only by those familiar with computer operations. Similarly, in illustrating the data flow procedures, the usual charting of recurrent routines and
built -in controls will be dispensed with. This results in an over - simplified
straight -line portrayal of highly complex operations. Particularly is this true
in description of computer instructions, and in the case of intermediate storage
of data. The routines performed after each stock - taking has been completed,
through which the cumulative average inventory discrepancy for each item is
developed and recorded on tapes for use in the next year's inventory, will not
be described, inasmuch as this is nothing more than an electronic merging of
existing figures, a process not pertinent to this article.
It might be noted that the programming of the procedures to be described was
an arduous and time - consuming task, which was, nevertheless, simpler than
had been anticipated, probably because the programmer started with an abstract
concept of what was to be done, rather than with existing procedures which
had to be adapted to the abilities of his equipment.
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PREPARING

FO R

QUAN T I T Y

CO M P ARI S O N S

Instruction
Nu mber:
Rea d in first stock
nu m be r fro m fi le
tape. .

2.

3.

Compar e t he sto ck nu mber s.

I f st o c k
numbers are
eq u a l :
St ore cou nt

If sto ck
numbers are
not equal:

Print out
Stock Nu mbers;
No C ou nt Ca rd.
-

4.

Rea d in first
in ven to ry co u n t
ca rd.

ca r d q u a nt i t y
in computer.

Read i n new
count card.

5.

T o Instr. 6

EXHIBIT 1

Equipment Routines: from Comparison to Trends
The first phase is preparing for automatic quantity comparisions as shown in
Instructions 1 - 5 in Exhibit 1. Once the count cards have been turned in by the
inventory supervisors and it has been determined that none are missing, the
count is recorded on punched cards containing stock number and description.
After routine verification, these punch cards are automatically sorted into stock
number sequences, a different deck being prepared for each inventory classification. Correction is made at this point for any count cards which fail to show
a stock number.
Tapes for each major classification of inventory, on which all applicable
stock numbers, the price per unit of count, and the latest up -dated quantity have
previously been magnetically recorded, are pulled from the tape files for insertion in the computer input equipment, simultaneously with the punch cards for
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LI S T I N G

AGRE E ME NT S

AN D

CL AS SI FY I N G

DIFFERENCES

Inst ruct i on
Number:
6.

C o m p a r e q u a n t i t y on
i n v e n t o r y f i l e t a p e wi th
quantity stored in comput er.

7.

8.

S t ore equal
quant i t ie s.

Mul tiply quanti ty
—b y p r i c e

F
9.

10.

St ore quant i t y
an d value.
(final tape)

Store count
ove r fi l e tape .

I

Store count
un d er fi l e tape.

I

Multiply diff.
by pri ce

Multiply diff.
by pri ce

S t o rb qu an ti ty
an d val ue o f
difference.

S t o re qu an t it y
a n d v a l u e of
difference.

To Instr.

(n ot i l lu st rat ed )

Print out st ock numbe rs,
quant i ty val ue .
END
15

EXHIBIT 2

the same c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , which show the physical count quantity for each stock
number. The computer system is n o w ready to proceed according to previously
prepared instructions. These first direct it to compare the stock numbers on the
cards with those on the tape, to print out lists of any tape stock numbers for
which there is no count card and temporarily to store in the computer's memory
device the quantity appearing on the inventory count card.
It is then necessary to determine the relationship of each count to the item
record as in Instructions 6 - 10 shown in Exhibit 2 . At the completion of the
routine shown in Exhibit 1, which is performed for each stock number in a
fraction of a second, the computer system for all matching stock numbers is
ready to compare the quantity punched on the inventory count card with that
recorded for the same item on the inventory file tape. The routines shown,
performed by the computer in accordance with its programmed instructions,
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involve first an automatic comparison of the quantity shown for each item on
the inventory file tape with the quantity of the same item appearing on the
matching count card. The count quantity for each comparison is then electronically classified as equal to, over, or under the tape record quantity. For
items in which the count and the tape file record are equal, the computer's next
step is to multiply the quantity by the price.
Two end - products result from this operation: a tape record containing
quantity and value for each stock number and a printed list which duplicates
in visual form the information stored on the tape. For the moment at least, the
XYZ Corp., considers that this duplication is advisable. The tape - print -out
routine is the end routine for all stock items for which the physical count and the
tape file match. The same routine is followed for corrected counts and adjusted records, so that, when tlue inventory is final, complete information is available in both tape and printed form. If the computer finds that the count is over
or under the record quantity for the item, only the difference is multiplied by
the price. In either case, the result is a storage tape on which both the quantity
and the value of the difference between the physical count and the - end -of -year
file tape are recorded for each stock number where the two do not agree.
The measuring of per cent of inventory accuracy, which is Instruction 11, is
not illustrated. It obtains electronically the percentage of inventory accuracy
for each stock number for which the count card and the end -of -year file tape
differ. This is accomplished by directing the computer to divide the total
quantity shown on the count card for which there is not agreement by the
quantity of the same item recorded on the master file tape. Two sets of percentage figures are obtained in this manner, one representing counts over the
file tape and the other reflecting counts under file tape quantities.
Determining trend of inventory accuracy (Instructions 12 and 13 dealt with
in Exhibit 3) is the stage at which the computer routines begin to diverge to
such an extent that individual description of each, even in the the shortened form
followed here, is not practicable. For ease of understanding, therefore, only
the routines which result in an automatic adjustment of the physical count
records, when the count is under the file record, will be outlined. Other routines
—for example, that which result in the computer's refusal to adjust the master
file when the count is over the record quantity— involve the same principle of
computer comparison and choice of action in accordance with predetermined
instructions. In all cases, the ultimate result is either an automatic adjusting
of the tape record to actual count or, alternatively, a printed list of stock items
which must be re- checked before the physical inventory quantity can replace that
shown on the file tape.
JUNE, 1956
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DETERMINING

AC C U R AC Y

TREND

In st ru ct io n
Number:
1L.

Compare:
P A w i t h 100
P A o v e r 100
P A e q u a l s 100
(not ill us trate d)
P A u n d e r 100

13

Compare :
P A
w i t h

C A S
PA u nde r CA
P A eq u al s CA
"d o wn t re n d "
"n o t r e n d "
(no t i llu strate d)

P A olv e r C A
W
To I nst.

14

PA - Pe rce nt of accuracy, curre nt i nventory
CA - C u m u l at i v e av e r age p e r ce nt o f a cc u r ac y,
pre vi ous inve nt ori e s.

EXHIBIT 3

In the routines illustrated in Exhibit 3, the computer has been instructed to
determine whether the per cent of accuracy for the current inventory is greater
or less than, or equal to, 100 per cent. For stock numbers for which the per
cent of current accuracy is under 1 0 0 per cent, it next compares the per
cent of accuracy of the current count, by stock numbers from Instruction 11
with the cumulative average per cent of accuracy for each stock number, as
developed from previous inventories. As shown on the chart, the computer
thus determines whether the trend of the current inventory count has improved
(up trend), worsened (down trend) or is equal to (no trend) what might have
been anticipated based solely on previous experience. Only the up trend items
will be followed here through the remaining computer routines.
Equipment Routines: Analysis and Adjustment
In the routine for analysis of current accuracy (Instruction 14) —not illustrated —the computer, for those count - below - record items in which the percentage of accuracy for the current count is above previous experience, classifies
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the individual stock items into groups, according to the amount by which the
percentage of accuracy for the current count falls below 100 per cent. The following groupings are used within the computer:
Group a —Less than 100 %, but more than 98%
Group 6—Less than 98.1 %, but more than 96%
Group c —Less than 96.1 %, but more than 94%
Group d —Less than 94.1 %, but more than 92%
Group a —Less than 92.1%, but more than 90%
Group f -90% or less

Stock items classified according to these groupings are stored in tape form
for further use in subsequent routines. Any stock items for which the computer determined per cent of accuracy is 90 per cent or less are simultaneously printed
out for re -check of the count. Similar analyses are made of down trend and no
trend items, using different groupings. Printed lists for count re- checking are
obtained for these classifications also, but the limits below or above which the
data will be stored for further use without re -check differ from the 90 per cent
figure used for up trend items.
For adjustment of end -of -year inventory tape (Instructions 15 to 17 with
which Exhibit 4 is concerned), the computer routines for up trend and no trend
items are identical. Somewhat different routines govern the adjustment of down
trend items. After careful study of previous years' inventory experience, the
XYZ management concluded that it could permit automatic adjustment of the
end-of -year inventory tape records to the physical count figures in the maximum
amount of $1,000 for stock items in which the current per cent of inventory accuracy was equal to or greater than the cumulative average of previous inventories and for which the physical count was no more than 2 per cent below the
quantity reflected in the inventory file (Group a, above). For the other groupings of items which the computer has found to be in either the up trend or no
trend categories, adjustments up to the following maximums are made automatically:
Group b (98 % -96 %) $750.00

Group d (94 % -92 %)

300.00

Group c (96% - 94 %)

Group a (92% - 90 %)

150.00

500.00

Differing maximum automatic adjustments have been established for down
trend items and for high -cost inventory classifications, but the principle is the
same. In each instance top management utilizes its electronic computer to make
and implement decisions which, if made and implemented clerically, could be
approved by lower management levels only after review and cross - checking of
the step -by -step clerical operations involved.
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AUT OMAT I C

ADJU ST ME NT S

-

F

UPTREND

15.
Compare:

Ins tru cti on
Number:
Gr o u p a.
98 %
100%
-

—

16.
If less:

17.
If more:

Val, of a d j .
wit h $ 1,0 00

Val. o f a d j .
wi t h $ 75 0

-

Gro up b.
98%
96%

ITEMS

V a l . of adj ..
wi t h $ 50 0

-

Gr ou p c.
96%
94%

Val. of ad j .
wi th $ 30 0

Gr ou p e.
92%
90 %

Val, o f a d j .
w i t h 150

-

$

-

Gro up d.
94 %
92 016

Transfe r count quanti t y
and v alu e to in ven to ry
file tape. Prin t ou t
li s t as in E xhibit 2

Pri nt out:
Items for
reche ck of
co u n t

END

NOTE :

Fo r t h e sake of cl ari ty, ap p ro x i m at e p e rce n t age s a r e
s hown for Gr o up s a t hro ugh a i n t hi s C h a r t .

EXHIBIT 4

The routines by which the computer determines whether an automatic adjustment of end -of -year tape quantity and value to count quantity and value should
be made are diagrammed in Exhibit 4. At the conclusion, of these routines, the
XYZ Corporation has separated the differences between its inventory count and
its inventory records into two primary classifications: those in which the differences have already been eliminated by computer adjustment of the inventory
record to the physical count and those in which the count must be rechecked. A
review of the computer routines previously described in this article will show
that the flow of "re- check -the- count" lists is almost continuous from the time
the first count /record comparison is made through the equipment. It is interest1232
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ing to note that the rapidity of computer processing is so great that many of the
problems arising from necessity of adjusting re- checks for post -count transactions
have been eliminated.
A Valuable "By- Producf" Procedure
In actual practice, the computer routines outlined here are highly complex.
The flow chart of the operations to be performed by the computer system, without any detailed showing of the work to be accomplished by the various components of the system, occupies sixteen full pages in the processing manual. The
subsequent programming was difficult and the XYZ Corporation is still far from
certain that its program for these operations is entirely efficient. For example,
there are a multiplicity of storage tapes prepared during the successive routines
touched upon so briefly here. Some of these might be dispensed with under a
different program arrangement. Another vexatious problem is that of computer
time. The equipment is normally scheduled for full time operation, and processing the annual inventory in the manner here described places a heavy burden
on the small computer staff.
However, in the final analysis, top management of the XYZ Corporation considers its computer inventory procedures to be well worth - while. By re- running
certain of the intermediate storage tapes prepared during the processing operations, it is enabled to evaluate its inventory practices, controls and personnel
by segments and, in so doing, to determine the areas of strength and those in
which aggressive action for improvement is indicated. Intermediate management is provided with information which permits it to evaluate the effectiveness
of inventory operations in various departments, and to determine which supervisors are doing the best job of inventory - taking. Most important is the fact
that all of the facts about the company's inventory are now available to management with a minimum of cost. Much of this information was not available at all
in the past, although it could have been secured if the company had been willing
to stand the expense. In point of fact, the additional information made available
by the computer constitutes by- product information, and, from this point of
view, costs little or nothing to obtain.
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Accounting for Intra- Company Transfers

Presented below it a digest of 6nd1ngI in the N.A.C.A. Research
Study entitled "Accounting for Intra- Company Transfers." In accord
with policy recently adopted by the National Board of Directors
and repo rte d to me mbers in th e N.A.C.A. Bulletin for May, members
who wish to have a copy of the full report may obtain one copy
on request to the National Headquarters O f u e . A convenient card
order form is enclosed for this purpose. Copies of the report are
also available to non - members at $1. Members may obtain additional copies at the same price.

with problems which arise in accounting for products and
services transferred between separately organized units of an integrated
company. The principal topics considered are ( 1 ) methods for pricing transferred products and services, (2) considerations underlying the choice of a pricing method, and (3) techniques used in accounting for intracompany transfers.
While a number of companies have explored this subject and have developed
procedures to meet their needs, their experience has not been fully reported in
HIS STUDY DEALS

T
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accounting literature. Previous writings on the topic have generally been concerned with relationships between the enterprise and the outside world. Early
in the development of this study it was evident that there are substantial
opportunities for the accountant to render useful services by measuring and
reporting the financial consequences of transactions between divisions, plants,
and other entities which have been established by a company's organization plan.
Consequently, the subject matter of the study lies primarily in the field of managerial accounting. The principal sources of material drawn upon in preparing
the report are the practices of forty leading companies.
Interunit Pricing Objectives and Related Pricing Policies
Interunit pricing policies and practices differ because managerial objectives
and the organization forms chosen to implement these objectives differ from
company to company. However, the study discloses readily distinguishable and
consistent patterns in the practices of the forty companies whose procedures
were investigated. Among these companies, the same purposes are usually accompanied by similar organization structures and interunit pricing policies.
In general, there are two alternative policies for pricing interunit transfers,
namely:
Market or adjusted market

2. Cost or adjusted cost

Under the first basis, pricing of interunit transfers is guided by values the goods
would have in a competitive market. The intention is to measure the income that
would accrue to the supplier unit if its products were sold in the outside market.
The same transfer prices also measure cost the receiving unit would incur if
it procured its materials from independent suppliers. In other words, competitive market pricing attempts to place each division or other organization unit
in the same position that it would occupy if it were an independent business.
Cost based transfer prices are determined by a company's own costs. The
cost used may be inventoriable manufacturing cost, or it may also include other
items such as manufacturing cost variances, research costs, and administrative
costs. In some cases, a mark -up calculated to yield a desired profit or rate of
return on investment is added to cost for establishing transfer price. While
such transfer prices yield a gross or net profit to the supplier unit, they are
distinguished from market based transfer prices by rigid relationship to supplier division costs and by the fact that rate of profit is set by management
rather than by competition in the market.
Recent trends in business organization have been characterized by greater
decentralization of management with the establishment of divisions and other
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major organizational units as separate profit responsibilities. A majority of the
forty companies participating in the study are in this class. In such organizations, the accountant is called upon to report profits, not only for a company
as a whole, but for each managerial responsibility established by that company's
organization plan. In order to measure profit performance of divisional management, interdivisional transfers are priced at figures based on values transferred
goods would have in a competitive market. Where the volume of interunit
transfers is large, as it often is in an integrated company, the pricing of these
goods has an important influence on profits reported by both supplying and
receiving units.
Since a strong trend toward decentralized profit responsibility is evident
among the companies participating in the study, conditions which seem essential
to effective operation under this form of organization are discussed in the report.
These conditions are:
management functions such as procure ment of materials and pricing of prod ucts at the divisional level.
4. Avoidance of joint responsibility for
costs and revenues. Decentralized profit
responsibility cannot be maintained
where there is overlapping authority in
the organization and where divisional
profits are materially affected by arbitrarily allocated costs and revenues.
5 Centrally established and administered
policies to coordinate divisional actions
in the interest of the company as a
whole. These policies are designed to
insure internal procurement rather than
outside purchase where integration is
profitable from the consolidated point
of view. Where internal procurement is
not advantageous, some means is pro vided for bringing this fact to the attention of central executives.

On the other hand, profit responsibility remains centralized in some companies and it is seldom practical to organize plants, departments, and other small
units as separate profit responsibilities. Here local management is responsible
for costs but not for profits and the basis for pricing interunit transfers is usually cost.
In addition to the above, the report lists four other objectives which may
influence the choice of interunit transfer policies. These are:
I. To appraise profitability of integration—
for example, how much, if any, profit
is made by producing materials rather
than by buying them. This purpose leads
1236

to market price as the basis for valuing
transfers.
2. To strengthen pricing policy with respect to end products. Here different
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I. Delegation of authority to make decisions with respect to the important factors affecting profits. Division general
managers responsible for profits have
authority to select their own sources of
supply and to price their own products.
However, this authority is exercised within a framework of policies designed to
coordinate divisional actions in the interest of the company as a whole. $pecfic examples of such policies are given
in the report.
2. Pricing interunit transfers on a basis
which objectively measures income attributable to each profit responsibility
unit in the organization. Experience
seems fo show that this is best accomplished by transfer prices based on
values established in a competitive market when possible.
3. Provision of staff assistance and managerial tools needed to exercise general

aims in pricing products sold outside
call for different bases for pricing goods.
3. To determine consolidated inventory
cost. For this purpose, inventories must
be reduced to inventoriable cost where
transfers are priced above such cost.

4. To comply with fax and local corporation laws. Sometimes taxes can be saved
by an appropriately designed corporate
organization coupled with properly
chosen practices for pricing intercorporate transfers.

Interunit Transfer Pricing Procedures
Specific procedures must be devised for putting interunit pricing policies
into effect. Characteristics of the commodities being traded and of the industry
require consideration in establishing transfer pricing procedures.
Where the same or closely similar items are sold in substantial volume to
outside customers, the same pricing methods are generally used for pricing
goods sold both outside and inside. For some commodities, price quotations
established by trading in an organized market are available to guide interunit
pricing. However, market prices are often adjusted to reflect lower costs of
doing business internally. If items to be priced are not traded in outside markets, it may be possible to arrive at satisfactory interunit prices by comparing
the items in question with similar goods for which market prices are available.
Specially designed goods can sometimes be priced by applying pricing practices
generally used by companies producing like products. For example, a company owned foundry sets transfer prices by following methods of pricing known to
be used by independent foundries. The report cites a number of ingenious
methods which are used for arriving at satisfactory interunit transfer prices
where market price data are limited.
Where cost is the basis for transfer value, cost is variously defined according
to the purpose to be accomplished. Thus inventoriable factory cost is used
when external financial reporting considerations predominate. Transfer cost may
be either standard cost or actual cost according to the company's practice. In
other instances, supplier divisions are permitted to recover all costs applicable
to goods transferred to other divisions. Here transfer prices include non -inventoried manufacturing costs and a share of other expenses. This practice is
carried a step further by some companies which also add a profit mark -up calculated to yield a desired rate of return on sales or investment. Circumstances
leading to cost plus pricing are usually ( 1 ) inability to establish satisfactory
transfer prices on a competitive market basis, (2) desire to control internal
profits in order to implement policy governing pricing of the end product, or
(3) to simplify interunit pricing of minor items..
J U N E , 1956
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Methods of Accounting For Interunit Transfers
Procedures used in accounting for interunit transfer transactions must properly
reflect operations of the several divisions both individually and on a consolidated basis. The study shows that methods are usually designed to provide first
the information which internal management needs currently. Thus current transfers are accounted for at established interunit prices in order that income statements for each profit center can be prepared directly from the books. Unrealized profits in inventories and offsetting interunit account balances are eliminated periodically when consolidated financial statements are prepared. The
reason for this practice is that local management has a continuing need for profit
data to guide it in planning and controlling operations at the local level, while
consolidated statements are used largely by central executives, stockholders, and
others who have less frequent need for financial information about the company's operations. Where organization for corporate and management purposes
does not coincide, separate financial reports must also be prepared for individual corporations.
The specific procedures followed in accounting for interunit transfers have
been adapted to conditions existing in each individual company. However, two
general patterns are evident in methods used by companies participating in
the study. These are:
To charge interunit gross margin to current expense as transfers are made.
Where this practice prevails, goods received by interunif transfer are charged
to the receiving division's inventory at
inventoriable cost and the supplier division's gross margin is charged to a
current expense account by the receiv-

ing division. Thus no infracompany profit
is introduced info inventories.
2. To adjust inventories to cost periodically
when consolidated statements are prepared. Here receiving unit inventory
costs are charged at transfer prices and
the amount of intracompany profit is
determined by analysis of the inventories.

Detailed illustrations of procedures followed by several companies appear in
the text of the report.
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Job Cost Benefits from a
Standard Cost System for Aircraft Controls
by ROBERT I ENERSEN
Chief Cost Accountant, Aeronautical Division, Minneapolis- Honeywell Regulator Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Perhaps it is a "block" in industrial accounting thinking —which
has of recent years over- leaped so many obstacles, mental and otherwise, to record great progress —that companies which do custom or
contract work are restricted to job costing techniques in their accounting. This thinking has cleared to the point that operation
standards are often incorporated in job costing. The present article
goes further and describes a primarily standard cost system which
retains all the features of job costing considered helpful in the circumstances.

or method of manufacture demand a cost system which
i
D otwould
give some of the benefits of job costs as well as the advantages of
YOUR PRODUCT

standard costs? Have you ever used such a system? We have —and it works.
The story of our problem and the "refined" standard cost system which solved
it is divided into five sections. The first four tell in chronological order our experience in meeting the problem and cover description of our situation, the problem faced, its solution, and the resulting system. The fifth section provides some
of the more important details about the operation of the system.
Characteristics of Our Business
Our division manufactures many varieties of aircraft controls. Some are relatively simple but most are quite complex and sensitive. To illustrate, if a man in
Los Angeles were to move one foot, one of our controls in San Francisco could
measure the movement. This sensitivity and accuracy creates many manufacturing problems such as extremely close tolerances, complex assembly operations
and long lead times. Another characteristic of our business is the rapid obsolescence of our products. Usually we manufacture a control for only four or five
years before we replace it with a better device. Even during this short period
we are making continual modification for improvement. A further complicating
(and challenging) aspect of our business is the diversity of our prime and subcontracts. Within each of these categories we handle regular fixed price conJUNE, 1956
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tracts, price redetermination contracts, and time and material contracts. We also
usually have many contracts and customers for the same product. These conditions make our ability to set accurate and reasonable product costs of paramount
importance in our cost system.
Shall It Be Job Costs or Standard Costs?
For several years we tried to handle our situation with a job cost system, but
it gradually became more and more unwieldy, even with a relatively small volume of business. The introduction of tabulating equipment alleviated the difficulties temporarily. However, it became obvious that, to handle the much
greater volume of business which we expected (and later realized), the whole
system would have to be redesigned. This problem narrowed to a choice between
redesigning our existing job cost system or establishing a completely new standard cost system. Either system would have to produce accurate product costs,
achieve adequate inventory control, and produce prompt information for management.
The choice betwen job costs or standard costs was a dilemma. Even if we improved the job cost system, we could foresee many difficulties both in the factory and in the cost department. The system already placed an undue paper
workload on factory personnel. Improving the system as a job cost system
would throw even more paper work on the men in the shop. Another difficulty
in the plant was the necessity of running small quantities in order to accumulate
costs for each customer order or group of orders and for the various stages of
re- pricable contracts. This paper work was irritating to production personnel
and costly to the division. An improved job cost system would also add expense
in cost department administration. The improvements, together with our rapidly
expanding business, would necessitate the hiring of many more accountants.
There were still other difficulties which a job cost system would face. We
make many partial shipments before jobs are completed. Under job costs, it is
very hard to estimate accurately and quickly the costs to be applied to these
partial shipments. This caused large adjustments (sometimes in the hundreds
of thousands of dollars) to cost of sales when the jobs were completed. These
adjustments, in turn, would result in profit distortions between periods. Secondly, accurate costing of physical inventories was difficult if not impossible
under these conditions. And, in the third place, the job costs themselves were
frequently distorted. One reason for the distortion was that, even with close
liaison with factory personnel, it was difficult to control the transfer of parts between jobs. It had been our experience that production expeditors, in their en1240
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thusiasm to get their job done, would "steal" parts which had been charged to
one job and use them on the job they were expediting. They would then forget
to initiate the paper -work to transfer costs. Consequently, parts for the first job
would be ordered a second time, resulting in a double charge to it and no charge
to the second one. The labor necessary to discover and correct these discrepancies was expensive and time - consuming. Another fairly frequent occurrence
was that conditions peculiar only to one job made costs for the same product
fluctuate sharply. These two distortions (and others) made it quite difficult to
project accurate future costs.
On the other hand, a normal standard cost system did not appear to be a
panacea. It, too, posed difficulties. Because of the fast changing nature of our
business, it would be extremely hard to set accurate standards for each product.
Consequently, variances experienced on one product might be large debit variances, while those on another product made in the same department might be
large credit variances. Under a standard cost system as ordinarily applied, it
would be normal to average these variances. This averaging would result in
costs which were too low for the first product and too high for the second product. Another deterrent to establishing a standard cost system was the difficulty
of obtaining labor standards for newer and short -run products. Finally, many
individuals seemed to feel that a standard cost system was just not practical or
accurate enough for obtaining costs for government production contracts. This
objection was more intangible. Nevertheless, it became very real in the course
of discussions of the advantages of the two cost systems.
The Solution —an Adapted Standard Cost System
The analyses of our problem, which led ultimately to the solution, took many
months. We concluded that the advantages to our division of a standard cost
system outweighed those of a job cost system if (and what a big "if "!) we could
design the system to produce accurate and specific product costs. We needed
both the pinpointing of costs achieved by a job cost system and the practical advantages which are normal in a standard cost system. The key decision was to
establish approximately 100 product cost pools. By sorting our basic cost -flow
documents into these pools, we confined variations from standards for each
product to its own pool. This confinement eliminated averaging features of the
standard cost systems as between pools.
In effect, the cost pools were 100 continuous jobs. Each pool started with the
inception of the product or products in the pool and existed until the products
J U N E , 1956
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became obsolete — usually several years. To compute costs for any order, we
needed only to determine the production period for the order and pick up the
cost pool experience during the period. In this manner, if we produced the
same product for two or more customers in the same period, their orders automatically bore identical costs.
To establish the pools we studied all parts and assemblies used by the division. Product pools were established, sometimes for a product, sometimes for a
group of similar products. However, some parts and assemblies were found to
be common to more than one product pool. This problem was overcome by
establishing a special pool for these parts.
One potential danger in establishing the pools was that the pool for common
parts costs would become too large. Each product cost contained its share of
common parts standard costs, with common pool variances applied to them. If
the common pool became so large that it was the dominant factor in a product
cost, then we would be averaging too many of the parts costs and would defeat
the purpose of the cost pool concept. For example, although Products A and B
were quite similar, they had initially been separated into two specific pools. A
study revealed that 90 percent of the parts used in Product A were also used
in Product B. These parts were in the common cost pool and thus influenced
the cost of other products having different common parts. We avoided this pitfall by combining several product pools. We combined Product Pools A and B
into one pool and took the parts common to both but not to other products, out
of the common pool. This technique allowed us to decrease the size of the common pool and thereby minimize its effect on our product costs. It may surprise
that raw material (a very minor cost in our business) was assigned to the common pool.
After we made the basic decision to use the product pool concept, it was
necessary to decide which cost elements to account for by the product pools and
which to apply on an overall basis. To do this, we determined which cost elements showed large differences between products. We found, for instance, that
inspection costs were much greater (and much greater per labor dollar) for precision gyroscopes than for motors. Consequently, inspection labor (and the related burden) was assigned by specific product pools. Proceeding along these
lines, we sorted and assigned to product pools the basic data for the following
cost elements:
Direct labor— standard and variance
Purchased parts — standard and variance
Selvage labor
Inspection labor
12 4 2

Scrap
Product engineering
Special purpose tooling
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The remaining cost elements were not accumulated by specific cost pools but
were assigned to them on an overall rate basis. The rates were computed by relating each cost element to an appropriate base as tabulated below:
COST ELEMENT

Factory burden (by departments)
Material acquisition costs
General overhead

BASE

Production labor
Production material
Cost of sales

Designing and installing the system was a trying but rewarding experience.
We used it successfully for several years without substantial change from the
foregoing description. Gradually, however, we discovered that even our adapted
standard cost system needed more adaptation. For example, the product pool
concept was limited to costing products into inventory. We computed actual
product costs for this purpose by relating variances to the standard cost for each
product pool. These relationships then provided rates which, when applied to
the unit standard costs of the products, produced the desired product costs.
However, we had not carried the product pool concept through to our costing
from inventory into cost of sales. Consequently, the removal of variances from
inventory was done on a divisional averaging basis.
Another problem gradually assumed importance. Proper allocation of variances to in- process inventory was cumbersome. For example, suppose we needed
the cost of the shipments of a product with a sharply declining cost curve. If
we considered all the additions from the inception of the product, the cost would
be too low (for the shipments) because the more recent (and lower) variances
should be applied to the in- process inventory rather than to the products that
had been shipped. Consequently, we used a lengthy procedure of determining
the lead time for the product in order to apply only the variances which pertained to the shipments.
To solve these problems, we carried the cost pool concept into the booked
cost of sales. This was done by establishing a formula based on the relationship
(at standard cost) of the cost of sales for each product pool to its inventory.
Each product pool was further broken down into manufacturing labor and
burden, assembly labor and burden and material costs. Our product costs
were then computed from costs as charged to cost of sales, rather than from
costs added to inventory. In this manner the product costing was tied in with
profit and loss determination and the variances were automatically (by formula)
apportioned between inventory and cost of sales.
We would have created extra expense by computing the formula for each
product pool monthly by manual methods. About the same time, our expanding volume of business had made manual handling of our other paper -work
J U N E , 1956
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quite expensive. We decided to take care of both problems by putting a maximum amount of paper -work on tabulating machines. Consequently, we changed
our manually filled in labor ticket to a pre - punched tabulator card. In addition,
we put most sorting and calculating connected with other forms and procedures
on tabulating equipment. This transition reduced expenses and speeded paperwork processing. For example, we needed only one -half hour for computation
of the ratios for the allocating of product pool variances, application of the
ratios, and printing the finished reports.
Benefits Brought by the New System
The results of the new system have been quite gratifying. The product pools
confine large cost variations to the product which caused them. This results in
accurate costs. On the other hand, the costs are not so sensitive that they fluctuate wildly with minor production changes. Confining variances to product pools
also allows us to use "shot -gun" estimates for labor standards on trial -run and
short -run products.
Standard costs (applied by tabulating equipment) are now used to cost the
annual physical inventory rapidly, accurately, and economically. An additional
feature is the division of the total inventory into classifications by product pools.
This breakdown allows comparisons of the product pool inventories with the
potential sales of the products, to highlight dangerous inventory levels. Product
pool inventories likewise facilitate analysis of inventory shrinkages. Standard
costs are also used to cost partial shipments. Even though, in many cases, the
standards are not very close to actual costs, we are assured of an accurate statement of cost of sales because we place our variance write -off on a product pool
basis.

In addition to providing management with the accurate product costs, as indicated, the system also provides other significant figures promptly to all levels
of management to help reduce costs and make decisions. Moreover, the system
helps production by minimizing paper -work in the factory. Pre - punched labor
tickets allow the men in the shop to do less writing and more production work.
Also, because costs are accumulated by standards and variances, rather than by
jobs, it is not necessary for the production departments to record transfers between jobs.
How the System Works
Now that we have covered the story of our cost system, we can take a quick
look at its operation. Labor costs are recorded by means of a labor ticket, which
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EXHIBIT 1
is a tabulating card pre - printed with the employee's name and number, and the
department, group, and shift numbers. The operator then adds other information and punches his time in and out on the job clock. The cost department calculates the hours spent from these punchings and extends them by the operator's
pay rate to produce the actual labor cost. The standard hours are extended by a
labor and performance factor and by the quantity produced, to arrive at the
standard labor cost. After sorting and summarizing by product pools (each
pool is designated by a numerical code number) and by departments, the total
actual labor, standard labor, and labor variance amounts are available for re-

cording purposes.
Standard burden rates are established once a year. They are based on expected
burden costs related to the expected labor costs for that year. Each month, standard labor dollars are multiplied by the standard burden rates to record the burden
absorbed. Actual burden costs are accumulated by departments. The difference
between the standard burden absorbed and the actual burden experienced is reJ U N E , 1956
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corded as burden variance. We exclude from burden five cost factors— salvage
labor, inspection labor, scrap, product engineering, and special purpose tooling
—which are often included in the burden category— treating them as separate
cost elements in order to confine them to product pools.
Purchased parts are coded by products and charged to inventory at standard
costs and variance. Raw material costs and the related price and usage variances are handled as part of the common pool and are charged at standard and
variance. Certain elements of burden bear a direct relationship to material.
These elements are the costs of acquiring, warehousing and handling the material. They are booked as material variance on a divisional basis. The general
overhead expenses (such as administrative and service expenses) are recorded
at actual and written off monthly.
The basis for removals from inventory are the unit standard costs compiled
on the form shown as Exhibit 1. Standard unit costs are computed periodically
(usually once a year). Labor standards for each operation on each part and
assembly are established by extending the standard hours by expected labor and
performance factors. Material standards are set for each purchased part and
each type of raw material from latest purchasing experience or projections. Unit
standard burden costs are obtained by multiplying the unit standard labor costs
by the standard burden rates. The sum of these cost elements constitutes the total
standard unit cost. The standard unit costs are applied to sales invoices, scrap
tickets, and transfer slips to remove the standard costs from standard inventory.
Removal of variances from inventory (including salvage and inspection labor
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and scrap costs) is accomplished monthly by means of a formula previously referred to:
Write -off ratio

=

Standard cost of sales
Standard beginning inventory plus additions

The resulting ratios are applied to the variance balances to produce the write -off.
The amortization formulas are established for each product pool and further
subdivided by manufacturing labor, manufacturing burden, assembly labor, assembly burden and material. As has been mentioned, the formulas are calculated and applied by means of tabulating machines which also print a report on
inventory additions and removals.
Actual product costs are computed to establish or to change selling prices and
to analyze costs. They are computed on the form shown as Exhibit 2 . The use
of this form involves selection of the period for which the costs are desired,
computation of the ratios of the costs experienced to the proper base, and application of those ratios to the equivalent unit cost base. These product costs are
developed as costs of additions to inventory (current costs), removals (historical
costs), and projections. Costs of additions to inventory provide the most up to
the minute cost experience, 'because the cost ratios are based on current production experience. Costs of removals from inventory type provide the most accurate cost of products shipped because, by means of the variance formula mentioned above, it properly apportions the costs between inventory and shipments.
Cost projections are the basis for forecasting future costs and prices. These projections are usually based on historical experience tempered by expected cost
trends.
For Ever-Better Costs
In summary, the job cost approach to standard cost accounting has measured
up to the three criteria which we set when we began seeking a satisfactory solution to our problem:
I. It produces accurate product costs.
2. It is an economical means of accounting
for production and inventories.

3. It provides prompt information for man agement.

We do not feel, of course, that it has solved our cost accounting problems for
all time. New problems will arise as business conditions change. Better ideas
will come from accountants both in and outside our company, and technological
advances will give us ways to improve accuracy, information, and economy.
Therefore, we plan continued improvement of our methods to conform to the
dynamic character of our company and our profession.
JUNE, 1956
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Standard Costing in a Ceramic Plant
by MARION D. (Don) DOYLE
&odoate Student, Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio

Light on ceramic processing and related cost problems is shed in
this article, and a general plan application of standard costs is outlined. Attention is given to cost center establishment, formulation of
standard product costs, and preparation for control uses of standards.

products offers an interesting and a bit unusual
T problem in standard costing.
However, the system worked out for this
HE COSTING OF CERAMIC

costing could be applied in any business in which the operations are predictable
at the outset and fairly routine, even though they result in a final product
which takes a multiplicity of forms. This is a valid statement only if some
common denominator of cost can be found for overall inventory valuation.
This common denominator might be size, weight, pieces per pound, or, as was
the case in our product experience, cubic volume.
Operations and Cost Centers
The sequence of operations through which ceramic ware passes, from
receipt of raw material to the shipping dock, is as follows:
I. Receive and store raw materials. (Variety 100+).
2. Weigh raw materials to formula proportions.
3. Mix (batch size and mix method vary
dependent upon order quantity and type
of material).
4. Mould (wide equipment and product
range).
S. Dry (batch type dryers as different
classes of products take different drying
cycle times).

6. Fire product in continuous or periodic
type kiln.
7. Inspect, following firing.
8. Finish product through part of or all of
the following operations:
a. Finish base
d. Special shape
R . Mark
b. Finish inside
c. Finish outside
9. Final inspection.
10. Package and ship.

An initial analysis of the operations indicated that the storage of raw materials, plus the processing of the ware through the drying operation, continuous
firing operation, packing and shipping could best be handled on a volumetric
basis. On the other hand, the processing of the ware through the preparation
operations and the finishing operations appeared to be most adaptable to costing
on the basis of standard processing times assigned to these operations by time
study, on a lot setup time and an individual unit time.
12 4 8
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The next step in the development of the standard cost system was the working
up of cost distribution centers. The plant had been organized into five separate
departments as follows:
I. Office, including development operations

4. Dry and fire —the drying and firing proc-

2. Service, including maintenance, tooling
functions, housekeeping and materials
handling

esses
5. Finish, including all finishing, inspection,
packing and shipping

3. Making, including weigh, mix and mould

The lumping of what may seem to be unrelated functions was a result of
rapid organizational growth. The grouping was a logical one from the standpoint of supervisory coverage and area proximity at the company's inception
only a few years previous. With the plant grown to larger capacity and with
more specialized functions, it became time for still further organizational breakdowns. A study was made of the problem by the industrial engineering staff
working in conjunction with the accountants. This study defined supervisory
boundaries, natural equipment and or space boundaries, and functional limitations. On the basis of this study, an agreement was reached to reorganize the
plant into the following functional departments:
I. Materials handling and raw material
storage
2. Service
a. Maintenance
b. Housekeeping, including building
expenses
3. Tooling and tool stores

7. Finishing
a. Small products
b. Large products
8. Inspection
9. Pack and ship
10. Product development

5. Drying

I I . Plant office and engineering functions.
This takes in production planning, production control, tool design, methods,
time study, shop order writing and other
plant operations functions, including
general supervision.

6. Firing

12. Plant unused capacity

4. Making
a. Small products
b. Large products

Assignment of Indirect Costs to Centers
This departmentalization is considered reasonable from a cost center viewpoint on the one hand and a supervision standpoint on the other. In order to
properly charge each center with its share of expenses, studies were next completed by industrial engineering and the accountants to set up:
I. Floor space assignment
2. Capital equipment assignments
3. Utility consumption, including the centers
pro -rata share of gas, electricity, water,
steam, air, etc
JUNE, 1956

4. Allocation determination studies for all
other expense items as taxes, insurance,
building maintenance, etc.
5. Labor allocation, on the basis of projected requirements for budgeted production.
] 2.19

The results of these studies were used to develop initial overhead rates based
upon the pro -rata share of expenses during the past year and projected into the
future on the basis of budgeted production. With continuing historical cost
assignments, based upon the new departmental organization for the plant, these
rates were subject to further refinement. Plans called for the review, at periodic
intervals, of all allocations and a recalculation of any changes which might
affect them. Each month assignments of actual costs are made to determine rate
variance factors to be used in determining current efficiency of operations.
It should be noted that, among the cost centers, there is a final one listed as
"plant unused capacity." This center is for costs attaching to greater capacity
than is necessary for current volume, as, for example, high cost molding presses
which may only work 20 percent of the time. This cost center also receives that
portion of the costs of a continuous kiln which reflects operated but unfilled with
salable ware capacity. These costs were segregated so that product standards
would depend upon the portion of the facilities used rather than a pro -rata share
of the facilities overall expense. The unused capacity is calculated on the basis
of monthly total production reports following each of the check operations, i.e.,
moulding, firing, and finishing. It requires a 100 percent capacity determination
by the industrial engineers for each of the operational areas. It is the comparison
of this capacity with the actual utilization, coupled with departmental labor
efficiency standards, which serves to determine the true capacity variance and thus
the amount necessary to charge off to the unused capacity account.
For a better understanding of the problem, it may be noted at this point that,
in a continuous firing operation, ware must be continuously fed into the kiln
to maintain an even and constant flow load. If product is not available, dummies must be sent through in order to maintain process control. Labor, utilities
usage, maintenance, etc., all go on at about the same rate whether the kiln is
full of salable ware, dummies, or part of each. The variation of the operation
below 100 percent capacity of salable ware, it can be seen, is directly attributable
to unused capacity. The same reasoning applies to other operations, with somewhat greater complexity.
In order to keep straight all charges for each of the cost centers established,
a uniform purchase requisitioning procedure was worked out. This utilizes a
code consisting of a prefix for the department number followed by the account
code number for the class of material covered by the requisition. Separate
requisitions are submitted for each expense category of material and for each
department's requirements. This entailed little if any additional work on the
part of those preparing requisitions as items used by more than a single department are generally acquired through the service departments which, in turn,
1250
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pro -rate the usage of these common materials. A breakdown of accounts with
simplified definitions follows to illustrate the degree of breakdown which was
necessary to accomplish the desired results. A desire for greater detail could,
of course, be satisfied with a still finer definition of categories and item entries.
For our purposes the following breakdown was considered initially adequate
concerning shop tooling, supplies and building repair.
100 General supplies
110 Office supplies
200 Small tools —all hand tools
300 General repairs —all normal repairs to machinery and equipment.
400 Building repairs —all normal repairs to building.
500 All other repairs to building and machinery, including alteration,
revamping and seldom- recurring repairs.
600 New jigs and fixtures— current product expansion.
700 Jigs and fixtures— repairs and replacement.
800 New jigs and fixtures —to be used in the manufacture of new
products.

Standard Cost Determination
Standard time allowances are determined in advance for productive tasks by
the time study group. Standards represent the number of minutes required by
UNIT

STANDARD

Size :

COST

SHEET

V o l _

Type

Shape :
O r d e r Size:

Oper.
No.

Ope rat i on

Std.
Per
Piec e

Unit*

Std.
Unit
Cost

Extension

Cumulative
Cost

Standard Proce ss in g Cost
*Volume or minute s

Standard Mate rial Cost
Total S tandard Cost
Selling
G r o s s M fg.

Price

Profi t % to S ales

EXHIBIT 1
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ST AN D AR D

MATERIAL

COST
Std.
Un i t
Cost

Qua nti ty
P e r Un i t

Accessories

Extension

Tota l
St d.
Un i t
Cost

Per Batch
Bulk Ma t e ri a l s

Pou nds

E x t e n s ion

Tota l
Pi e c e s per Ba tch
Cost per Piece
Accessory
Standard Ma teria l

Cost

Cost

per

per

Piece

Piece

EXHIBIT 2

an average qualified operator to complete the task while working at an average
level of speed, skill and effort. They also include allowances for personal needs,
usual delays and incentive.
Due to the great variety of product and the multiplicities of variations in
manufacture, a standard costing sheet is prepared to enable standard cost
determination on any product. The face of the Unit Standard Cost Sheet appears as Exhibit 1, and the reverse, which details Standard Material Cost, is
shown as Exhibit 2. The face of the form has heading and item description, as
well as a listing of operations with identifying operational numbers. The columns
provide space to list the standard time or rated volume, whichever is the unit
standard for the operation, the standard unit cost which has been predetermined
from our cost accounting studies, and extensions and accumulation of the figures.
The latter may be sequential or by departments, whichever lends itself best in
the particular analysis. The blocks for totals at the bottom allow for entry on
the front side standard processing cost and standard material cost from the back
side of the sheet to arrive at the total standard cost. A comparison of this total
standard cost with the selling price per unit gives a figure for gross manufacturing profit percent to sales.
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Production Time Accounting
In order to account for all time worked and the activities performed during
the work day, time - checking function in the plant accumulates time information
in the following manner. The working hours of all personnel in shop activities
are accounted for by using three bases: clock time, sign -out time, and standard
time. Clock time is the number of hours during which an employee is present
for work after the beginning and prior to the end of the regular shift, plus any
authorized overtime. The allowed lunch period is automatically subtracted from
clock time. Clock time is used by the payroll department to determine hours for
straight -time pay and overtime pay. It is also used in the calculation of time
on standard production in relation to other categories of work.
Sign out time is clock time during which a man is not on work covered by
time standards. Several examples will illustrate the type of work not on standard.
One is contributory labor, i.e. shop personnel specifically designated as indirect
producers. Laborers (work- movers and clean up men), kiln firemen, and
direct shop supervision are classed as contributory labor. When production
workers aid in this work they "sign out ". Daywork is another example. This
is sign out time of productive workers while they are working directly on
salable products on which there is no production standard. Training is "sign
out" time during which workers are teaching or learning a new or unfamiliar
production operation. Waiting time is "sign out" time for producers while they
are waiting for work, instructions, tools or are in conference or at the medical
department, etc.
Standard minutes are normally allowed as so much per item produced and so
much per order or lot. The time per item is for actually doing the operation,
whereas the time per order is for set -up and extra time to get started on a new
run of work. This latter normally is allowed for each order, lot, or split lot
done. Many other jobs, frequency of which is unpredictable but which are
measureable on a standard time basis, are credited by the time - checker as they
occur. An example of these checker allowances would be the clean up of a
machine following completion of all work thereon.
Credit for standard time is given by the time - checker at the time the job is
completed. No accounting of the actual operational time is kept for the individual jobs. The time on standard is calculated as the overall shift clock time
minus any "sign out" time. The total of the standard times accumulated, divided
by the time on standard gives us a percentage of gain. This percentage over
standard may be used as a measure of relative efficiency and may also be used
for incentive pay purposes.
J U N E , 1956
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Information Which the System Develops
The detail of a monthly cost report is worked out in such a way as to have
all the pertinent information accumulated in the accounting process. It is in a
form adaptable to use by the accounting section, management, and other interested parties. From this comprehensive summarization of accounts, those using
the reports may accumulate, combine, total or analyze in any way to suit their
individual purposes. The system enables us to accumulate costs by both productive and non - productive departments. Through the analysis of these manufacturing expenses by departments, management possesses a tool to determine just
where the impact of costs fall and how much the various phases of the operation are costing.
Further, by use of the operation burden rates determined and maintained
under the standard cost system, the specific cost of each product is susceptible
of determination. This identifies products needing improved manufacturing
processing, equipment, methods, layout, etc. This picture, depending on the
scope of the analysis, can be provided first, by product group, second, by product
item, and third, by specific operation on a particular product. The cost system
thus represents a true management aid in the direction of and more intelligent
guidance of the course of the enterprise. In addition, the system gives the accountant adequate information to determine reasonably accurate values to be
placed upon finished goods and work -in- process inventory.
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How to Improve Your Monthly Report
by A. J. BOWS
Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Atlanta, Georgia

It is the belief of the author of this article that most monthly oper.
ating reports, if not all, would benefit from a touch of good
journalism —to improve emphasis, reading quality, and news value.
Seven components of a monthly report to meet this need are described and exemplified.

ways for
O an accountantprincipal
to better his rela.
OF THE

v

NE

tions with his management is to improve the monthly report of operations.
Every business is trying to make a
profit, and each month every executive
is vitally interested in how well he has
done his job. The monthly report is
the media the accountant uses to tell
the story. But how many times does
the report really tell a story? Most
monthly reports are a mass of figures
literally thrown at the executive with
the challenge "You figure it out for
yourself" ! Such reports represent a
job only half done.
It is clear that we need a fresh
approach to monthly reports. Accountants can take a good lesson from the
newspapers. Newspapers are written
so that the gist of a story can be read
in a hurry. If the reader wants more
detail, he can read on and find it. Today, more than ever, executives are
busy. Sometimes, they may have only
twenty or thirty minutes to read the report on the month's operations. The
accountant will be performing a real
JUNE, 1956

service if he designs a report to be
read within that time.
Highlight Earnings and Operations

On this point, suppose an executive
has only a few minutes to read a
monthly report. What does he want
to know? I would say that he is most
vitally interested in:
I. Profits —made or lost
2. Volume —up or down
3. What happened to help operating reresults
4. W hat happened to hurt these results

Exhibit 1 illustrates how the first
page in a typical monthly report designed for rapid reading, might look.
It is highly condensed, but, in a way,
it gives a busy executive all he needs
to know. It shows how much he made
and where he made it. It compares
this year's results with last year's. We
have indicated that a businessman
analyzes a statement to sift out unusually good or bad trends. Then he
can do something about them. In
Exhibit 1 , the favorable factors and
the unfavorable are shown separately.
In this way, the accountant has isolated
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HIG H LIG H TS
MO N TH

OF

COMPANY

OP ERATIONS

OF
Th is Month
Th is Ye a r
La s t Yeu r

Ye a r to Da t e
Th is Ye a r
Las t Ye ar

R e s u lt s fo r month Sh ip m en ts
Ne t p ro fit
Retu n on in ves tm en t
Ne t p ro fit Red Divisio n
Green D ivisio n
Or a n g e Divisio n
F a c t o r s I n c r e a s i n g Ne t P r o f i t o r I m p r o v i n g F i n a n c i a l P o s i t i o n :
Plan n ed 1. T w o n e w b r a n c h e s i m p r o v e d R e d D i v i s i o n v o l u m e ( $ 1 2 M )
2.

an d p r o f it ($ 4M )
New eq u ip m en t cu t lab o r - - all t im e h igh p ro f it Or an ge

3.

Divis io n
F r e i g h t r a t e s c u t 5% o n r a w m a t e r i a l s

See Pa g e

Un e x p e c t e d 1. I n c o m e t a x r a t e c u t t o 4 7 % i n s t e a d of 5 2 % ( p r o f i t
im p ro v ed - - $1 8, 00 0)
F a c t o r s D e c r e a s i n g N e t P r o f i t o r Ti g h t e n i n g F i n a n c i a l P o s i t i o n :
Plan n ed 1. S p e n t $ 1 4 M o n e x p e r i m e n t a l w o r k R e d D i v i s i o n
2.

See Page

Tw o m a c h i n e s do wn for r e p a i r s R e d D ivis io n

Un e x p e c t e d 1. S l o w u p i n r e c e i v a b l e s c o n t i n u e s
2. B a d r u n o n J o h n s o n j o b - - G r e e n D i v i s i o n c o s t u s
3.

$ 4 , 5 0 0 in p r o f i t s
Cost of new warehouse $20, 000 above es tim a t e du e
t o c h an g e s in d e s ig n
Ou t sid e A ct ivity an d jn d ic at o rs Rain fall
Tem p erat u re
Stock market
P r ic e tren d s p rin c ip al p ro d u cts
C o s t o f l iv i n g in d e x e s

EXHIBIT 1

those factors which tended to increase
net profit or improve financial position
and has also set out those which work
in the opposite direction. The report
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also divides the monthly events between those which the businessman
already anticipated and those which
came unexpectedly. If he is really in
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

is

a hurry, all he needs to read is the for conversation. Unusually favorable
"unexpected" results. In addition, as sales or purchases are talked about. By
the "newsbox" in the exhibit is in- writing the story as the month protended to suggest, there is a short gresses, the accountant in a position
story in a few words to indicate the to recognize important operating chanbusiness climate for the month. The ges, when they appear in the figures.
comments might be:
However, even if this were not so and
if the accountant has no time to get the
Stock market: High —then big break on account of President's illness
information before the report is writWeather: Heavy rainfall near all our plants
ten, isn't it better and cheaper for him
—lower production
to
be the one to analyze and interpret
Prices: Our prices unchanged. Steel prices
up 5% following steel wage increases
the figures than for the executive? He
Cost of Living: Unchanged
can ask the same questions, get the
If other considerations are added same answers and free more of the
which fit the particular picture, the executive's time for improving operaexecutive will be helped toward know- tions.
Another benefit of monthly analysis
ing whether or not he is doing a
reasonable job considering his indus- is the excellent historical record which
trial climate. Remember that it is it builds up for future reference. It
better to give a businessman short makes it easier to write an annual rehighlights which he will read than to port, to forecast the next year's operadeluge him with a mass of statistics he tions and to explain operating informamay never have time to read or, if he tion for income tax or financial
does, may not understand.
purposes.
Some accountants will say they do
not have time, after a month end clos- Condense Balance Sheet Information
ing, to determine the reasons for favorAfter the executive has had a quick
able or unfavorable operating results. look at his operating results, he may,
They will say that their management if lie has the time, want an equally
is in such a hurry to get the figures,
quick look at his financial position.
they do not have time for analysis.
Exhibit 2 shows a very condensed
This reflects absence of the necessary
statement
of financial position, but all
"nose for news ". Good report- writing
is not a once -a -month job. It takes items in the statement are important.
place every day! The accountant should If the company has bank credit or inlearn to make daily notes of the im- denture restrictions, these should be
portant events as they occur. A bad highlighted too, as shown on the botbreakdown in the plant is known to tom of the exhibit. Frequently, execueveryone. A ruined order is a topic tives get into needless difficulties with
J U N E , 1956
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SOUTHERN PRODUCTS COMPANY

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL POSITION
DATE.

(Omit 000's)
-----------------------------------------Increase or
This Month
Decrease From
----- -- -- --- -------This Year Last Year

--------------- ----Last Month Year End

CURi'.i! T ASSETS:
Cash
Accounts receivable, Less reserves
Inventories

CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable and accrued
expenses
Income taxes
Current maturities on mortgage

aORKIUG CAPITAL
AMOUNT OF CURRENT ASSETS per $1.00 of
current liabilities
PROPERTY, less reserves
OTHER ASSETS

LESS: Mortgage payable
------

----------

---------

---

-----

- - I

Net assets

--

----

--

-----

-----

----

-----

--

----

---

REPRZSE14TED BY:
Preferred stock
Common stock
Earned surplus

Limitations Under Indenture 1. Working capital must be $1,500,000
2. Surplus over $3,000,000

EXHIBIT 2

their bankers because they unintentionally violated a loan restriction, simply
because they were not warned by their
accountant of impending difficulty.
Compare the balance sheet with last
year, last month, year- end —all in
12 58

condensed figures —and keep it in
thousands of dollars (omit 000.00).
Anything more detailed than thousands
is usually unnecessary, requires too
much typing time, and detracts from
readability.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SOUTHERN PRODUCTS COMPANY

C ONTRI BUTI ON OF PRODUCTS OR D I V I S I O N S TO OPERATI NG PROFI T

T h i s Mo n t h

Ye a r

__ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ . - - Red
Gr e e n
D i vi si on
D i vi si on
Total

_._._._

__ __ __ __
W. J o n e s

W est

..... R........
........
. W est
W. J o n

V. P.
He n r y
Ne t Sa1se
Di r ec t se ll i n g

........
..... ........
._______
____ ____
...__

e xp e n s e

Avai lable

for

c os ts

and p r o f i t

_____

__ __ __ __

___ ___ __

_____

________ ________
_______f_ ________

D i r e c t Co B ts Mater i alo
Lab or
C o n t r o l l a b l e p l a n t ove r he a d
S h i p p i n g and d e l i v e r y
I n ve n t o r y v a r i a t i o n

..... ........ ........
..... ........t ........

A vai lable

for

o v e r h e a d an d p r o f i t

_____

$ e n n t r i l+ vt i n n

%

___ ___ __
R.

%

_____
V . P.
He n r y

t o Da te

-------------------------Red
Or e e o
Total
D i vi e l o n
D i vi si on

F i x e d O ve r h e a d Exp en s es Plent
se lli n g
c e n a r o l an d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
Total

f i xed

Avai lable
Pr of it

for

pr of i t

inc entives

an d p r o f i t

I n c e n ti ve s
Profit

before

t a xe s

I n c o me T a x e s
Profit

after

taxes

EXHIBIT 3
Prepare Divisional Statements on a
Direct Cost Basis

Another criticism frequently made
by executives with respect to monthly
reports concerns the liberties the accountants take in allocating figures
among divisions of a business. There
is nothing more distasteful to a man
at the head of a segment of a business
than to be charged for costs which he
cannot control. By allocating costs to
divisions, accountants may frequently
blur the picture as to divisions which
are really contributing to the fixed
expenses and profits of the company
and those which are not. At least
occasionally (say once a quarter) the
accountant should report divisional reJ U N E , 1956

sults as shown in Exhibit 3. Note that
each division is charged only for the
direct costs of its operation. Fixed
plant overhead and fixed selling and
general and administrative expenses are
not allocated. On this basis, the profit
contribution of each division is readily
apparent.
Frequently accountants allocate fixed
and general expenses to divisions on
the basis of sales, hours worked, costs
of sales, or other measures of activity.
To do this penalizes a division which
is doing a good job on volume for the
lack of activity of other divisions. It
is very discouraging to a divisional
manager to find that the more volume
12 59

SOUTHERN PROD U:TS COMPANY

SALES AND SELLI NG EXPENSES

Gr e en D i v i s i o n
Th i a Y o n t h
Th 1 • Year
Us son

To i e l

Th l a Y o n t h
L a s t Te a r
Ni x

Th i a Y o n t h
Th i a Yeer
Vi lder
__

Th 1 s Y o n t h
La eL Te a r
Hi ll

________________

Red D i v i s i o n
Th i s Y o n t h
Th i a Yeer
Hi ll

I n d i v i d u a l . Re s p o n s i b le

Th i s Yonth
L a e , Year
mi l d e r

Sals9

x

x

x

x

rotsl

}

}

x

x

D i r e c t Sc134 nC C xp r n a c s Sel M
Comma salon.
Ad ve r tl s i n Q
■ar ehausing
T r a v e l and en t er t o i n ve nt
A l l oth e r

x

x

x

Direst

to Sal es

f

Fo st er

x
F -

llio

F f xe d 3 , 1 1 1 n . Expene < S a l e a management
D e y r e s l a t i o a on e N u i p m e r t
In. orans.
t rent
eA1 1 o t n e r

EXHIBIT 4

lie does, the more he is saddled with
the other fellow's expenses. In some
businesses, it may be better to decide
on a flat charge to each division for
all fixed and general expenses. This
might at least be a better profit -maker
than today's customary method, which
might be characterized as "the higher
the volwne, the more the overhead."
Analyse Selling Expenses
in Terms of Sales

A statement of selling expenses takes
on more meaning if the sales are shown
on the same statement. In Exhibit 4,
sales and sales expenses are set out so
that expenses which vary with sales are
kept separate from fixed selling expenses. Furthermore, the exhibit makes
it simple to compare the expenses of
one division with another and to find
out which is doing the better job in
1260

relation to sales costs. Particularly in
smaller and medium -sized businesses,
sales costs are frequently not lined up
against results, and much of a businessman's margin is lost by not watching
nonproductive sales effort.
Keep Shop Statements Simple

If it is the company's practice to
give information on manufacturing
costs to your foremen and supervisors,
this data must be simple. Foremen
should not be charged with expenses
they cannot control. Exhibit 5 shows
the typical expenses in a condensed
manner. If at all possible, express
the expenses in terms of operating
units, such as tons, pounds, pieces,
because these are more meaningful
than dollar amounts. If the business
has standard costs, variations from
standard will be used.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SOUTHERN PRODUCTS COMPANY

DIRECT PLA14T COSTS
MONTH OF

Average
Average
This
This Year
Last Year
Month (or Budget) (or Budget)

Year to
Date

Last Year
to Date

Red Division -- Foreman - Snyder
Materials
Supplies
Direct labor
Supervision
Indirect labor
Controllable plant overhead Indirect labor
Vacation
Pourer
Repairs
Other

Cost Per Unit Material
Supplies
Direct labor
Indirect labor
Controllable plant overhead
Units Produced
Shipped

EXHIBIT 5
Make General Expenses
More Meaningful

Most executives know the names of
their people responsible for expenses.
Exhibit 6 shows how office or clerical
salaries, as a category of expense, can
be expanded to show the salaries of
the billing, controller's and payroll
departments. This analysis helps to
explain and analyze the figures. All
personnel benefits are considered with
salaries. As more and more employee
compensation takes the form of fringe
benefits, it becomes important for the
JUNE, 1956

accountant to include the cost of these
benefits with other labor and salary
costs in his reports, so that the total
personnel cost is reported in one place,
where it is readily understood.
Disclose Inventory Accumulations

One of the most important services
an accountant can perform for the
executive is to alert him to the possibility of inventory accumulations and
overstocks. In today's competitive
economy, markets are constantly changing. The consumer is fickle! Yet, ex1261

SOUTHERN PRODUCTS COMPANY

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
MONTH OF
This Year's Last Year's
This
Average
Average
Month (or Budget) (or Budget)

Responsibility
of
This Year Last Year
Salaries Officers
Office Controller
Billing
Payroll
Payroll benefits Payroll taxes
Pension
Health insurance
Group insurance
Vacation

-- ---

---- -- - ---

Wipple
Burns
Ogden
Mays

-- -------Total personnel
Travel and
entertainment
Bad debts
Supplies
Telephone
Legal and accounting
Insurance
Other

%

%

%

Wipple
Lyman

Per Cent to Sales

EXHIBIT 6

cept in department stores, there is a
remarkable dearth of reporting to
management on what is in inventory
and whether any dangers are present.
In Exhibit 7, the principal items of
raw materials are set out —not all
items, but a few of the large ones,
which comprise most of the investment
in inventories. Similarly, some of the
large items in the product inventory
may also be set out. In this way,
management's attention is focused on
unfavorable accumulation or possible
inventory shortages. At the lower part
of the schedule, the number of days'
sales represented by the larger items in
1262

inventories is shown. In this way, the
significance of the volume on hand in
relation to sales activity is readily apparent.
Six Standards for Report Excellence

Other exhibits and analyses can be
added to cover any important phases
of any business. It is almost universally true that monthly reports can be
improved —if the accountant will try
to emphasize the following points in
preparing them:
I. Have a highlight summary for the businessman who is in a hurry or who hasn't
the time to (or doesn't want to) analyze
figures.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SOUTHE RN

PRODUCTS COMPANY

IN V E N T O R I E S

DATE

Responsibility - Purchasing
Agent - Buyer

This
Month

Increase or Decrease From
---------------------------Last
Beginning Same Month
Month
of Year
Last Year

-- - --

- - - --

Raw Material -

x)

Y) principal items
Z)
All Other
Work In Process Red
Orange
Green
Finished Goods A
B
C
Total

---------

-- -------

Days SuPp1YRaw material X
Y
2
Finished goods A
B
C

EXHIBIT 7
2. Condense the figures. Omit most figures
under $1,000 to keep the reports simple
and readable.
3. Fix responsibility for expenses by putting
peoples' names on their results or on
the expenses for which they are responsible.
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4. Don't allocate expenses to divisions
which do not control the expenses.
Wetch inventories and sales costs and
develop ratios and indexes which will
help control these items.
6. Be prompt as a matter of course and,
above all, be interesting!
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How We Overcame Obstacles to a Faster Closing
by JOHN B. DODS & DEAN H. KELSEY
Assistant Controller

General Accounting
Department Supervisor

Chicopee Manufacturing Corp., New Brunswick, New Jersey

The procedures by which a multiplant textile operation achieves
quarterly closings and consolidated statements by the seventh working
day after the close of the period —with the attempt to eliminate
another day still going on —are described in considerable particular
in this article. A wide variety of expediting techniques are rued,
with emphasis on planning and coordination of steps involved.

closO ing differs from mostfaster
other pro-

vide basic payroll and supply distributions as well as the usual production
jects because of the time factor. Every reports. Our problem involves the
part of the work must be evaluated in speeding up of receipt of information
terms of time required to complete it from the mills as well as handling it
after the closing date. No matter how with the utmost dispatch once we get
diligently the accounting department it. Our closing includes the funnelling
may work during those few days, that of all necessary data to the ledgers,
time is in a sense, "lost" from manage- the physical posting and closing of the
ment's viewpoint. That is why we ledgers and the preparation of plant
improved the speed of our closing. A and consolidated statements and a
few years ago it was common for our narrative report on financial operations.
statement preparation work to take We do this quarterly. Thus our statethree weeks or more. Now we usually ments must be more complete than if
complete the job in seven working they were issued monthly. We use
days. The purpose of this paper is to thirteen week quarters and a fifty-two
relate some of the specific planning week year for our accounting periods.
and scheduling steps that have made This has several advantages: The
accounting period always ends on a
this improvement possible.
By way of explanation, it should be weekend, which facilitates the taking
noted that we have a centralized ac- of inventories. Also, practically all
counting department handling all the basic mill records, such as payroll and
accounting for ten plants and a sales production, are already on a weekly
office. Complete ledgers are kept for basis. Thus they coincide automatically
each location. Plant offices send us with the quarterly cut -off date. In adapproved bills for payment and pro- dition, because salaried people are paid
RGANIZING
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every two weeks, no partial accruals
are necessary in two out of four closings in the year. At the other two
closings, the accrual is an even fifty
per cent of the usual bi- weekly payroll.
Locating the Bottlenecks

Gradual improvement was our manner of approach. At each closing, we
concentrated on eliminating the bottlenecks which had troubled us at the
preceding closing. This meant that
new bottlenecks showed up every time
we took a day out of the timetable.
We tackled them as they occurred.
This piece -meal approach was not as
dramatic as a full assault on all fronts,
but it was less disturbing to the established routines. In addition, morale
was better because all personnel could
see the practical effects of concentrating
on the immediate problem areas. When
we first started to speed up the closing,
problems in some areas were fairly
obvious, but we did not know exactly
where the most critical problems lay.
Ignoring what we already knew, we
drew up a time -table that would accomplish bout half of the time reduction we hoped to achieve, by simply
setting up a completion date and working backwards. Then we asked the
people within the departments concerned whether they could accomplish
their respective parts of the timetable.
As expected there were some pretty
loud protests. When we asked why,
the answers usually identified a piece
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of information not transmitted in time
or one or more jobs which simply took
too long to permit achieving the new
deadline. This gave us specific information about the important bottlenecks. We now had something to
work on.
An example of how this technique
turned up a problem and led to its
solution was the mill payroll distribution described later. Another example
was the rather detailed analysis of the
grades and staples of cotton received,
consumed, and in inventory at the
mills. We thought that this was a
very useful record, but its preparation
took a great deal of time after the
closing date. When the cotton accountants said that they could meet the
faster closing schedule if that job
could be eliminated, we found out that
it could be. The detailed information
could be obtained in other ways. We
could confine our closing records to
a reconciliation in terms of total bales
of cotton without respect to grade and
staple. The usefulness of the information lost was not worth the time it
took.
Expediting Techniques—as to
Organization

"Coordinators" are appointed in the
general accounting and cost accounting
departments to "run" the closing in
their respective departments. They
are not the department heads. They
are senior members of the accounting
staff who are familiar with all aspects
12 65

of the closing work through experience. They handle for their respective
departments all matters of scheduling,
complaints about bottlenecks, and complaints from other departments, and
they keep in touch with the progress
of the work in all areas. Thus they
anticipate bottlenecks or at least are
aware of them as soon as they occur.
Differences about availability of work
and information between one department and another are cleared with the
respective coordinators. In other words,
the coordinator is the "machine tender" for the closing. He keeps on the
move and keeps in touch with progress
being made. The other accountants
stay at their desks and do the work,
calling the coordinator if they have
any problems. At the same time the
department head can also stay at his
desk, do review work, and handle the
larger problems while the coordinator
acts as his aide. This has been a very
useful organizational technique.
Because it takes two days for mail
to reach us from some of our plants,
we use the teletype freely. We have
found it helpful to assign teletype
message numbers as a form of code to
minimize detail. In cases in which
we have fallen behind schedule or
have had difficulties with material
already received, we do not hesitate
to use the long distance telephone.
With very few exceptions the full
time of the cost accounting, general
accounting, budget and tabulating departments is devoted completely to
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statement preparation work during th,,
closing job. Management cooperates
by recognizing the top priority given
to this work. Everybody accepts the
fact that almost all other assignments
will be held in abeyance until this job
is done. If we could not drop all
other work, we could not have a fast
closing. Of course, the delay in other
work is accepted better at all levels if
the closing is confined to fewer days.
In line with this, we emphasize the
quarterly cycle of our work. Changes
in procedures and personnel are postponed until "after the closing" whenever possible. Assignments of routine
work to the various sections of a department are regulated so that the
workload at the time of our closing is
evenly distributed. In our training
program, new men are rotated through
departments on a schedule which will
overlap the end of a quarter, so that
they can carry through the normal
assignments of the closing. In short,
the closing has become the magnetic
pole for a great deal of our planning.
Expediting Techniques — Payables
and Payroll

The first question we are invariably
asked when we mention our fast dosing is how we can get all the bills in
time and obtain all charges on outstanding invoices from vendors and
suppliers. At one time we did have
difficulty. We have found, however,
that either the bills can be obtained by
asking the cooperation of the supplier
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

or a reasonably accurate estimate of the
amount due can be prepared. Our
procedure requires each plant to mail
its list of outstanding vendor invoices
on the first working day after the
closing date. This shows the vendor's
name, the estimated amount due and
the amount charged. It is prepared by
reviewing the purchase orders and
receiving records or, if necessary, by
calling the supplier. It is understood,
of course, that all vendor invoices already received will be processed and
mailed to the home office at the same
time, that is, on the evening of the
first working day after the close of
the period.
When we first started to speed up
our closing procedure, we were told
that the general ledgers could not
possibly be closed until the sixth or
seventh working day of the succeeding
period, for the reason that the payroll
distribution reports from each of our
plants were not received in our home
office until the sixth day and had to be
checked, journalized and posted after
receipt. We were told that these
distributions could not be completed
by the plants any earlier, because the
payroll calculations for the last week
of each quarter were not completed
until the fourth working day and there
is a two -day mailing time from most
plants. This problem was solved by
taking the following steps:
I. Each plant office manager estimates his
payroll and the distribution thereof for
the last week of each quarter, adds this
to his distribution for the first twelve
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weeks of the quarter and mails the completed payroll distribution report to us
so that it reaches the home office on the
last Saturday of each quarter. This is
over a week earlier than we originally
received this report.
The covering journal entry for the distribution is prepared at the plant and an
adding machine tape is attached to the
report to assure us that the addition is
correct and to eliminate the need for
the verification in the home office.
W e have found that, if the estimating of
the final week's payroll is done with sufficient care, the resulting variation from
actual is not at all significant. Our plant
office manager reviews with the various
foremen, and particularly with the plant
maintenance engineer, the operating
schedule in each department for the
final week. Based on the hours thus obtained, he estimates the dollar cost and
the distribution. Any variance between
the actual and the estimate is adjusted
in the following quarter.
Expediting Techniques — Inventories

We follow similar procedures with
the consumption of certain supplies
and raw materials. Sufficient stocks to
complete the week's operations can be
drawn a day or two before the end of
the week and charged out to the operating departments. Then the inventory
records can be closed and summarized
before the end of the last week. There
may be small excess withdrawals, but
they balance out from one period to
another. Incidentally, we never cut
off early either sales or production.
We feel that, if we did, it would constitute moving up the real closing date
and we would be fooling ourselves.
When necessary to use average prices
for the period, we use twelve weeks of
the quarter for this, instead of waiting
until the results of thirteen weeks can
be used. This gives substantial accuracy
1267

and allows many pricing jobs to be
done earlier.

advance has lead to important time
savings. As suggested previously, the
Where we do not maintain book solution to some of our problems was
inventories for supplies and materials, in finding ways to move the work
we take physical inventories one or ahead into the pre - closing week. Then
two weeks in advance of the closing we took a look at every part of the
and then keep book inventories from closing to see what other jobs might
that date up to the closing date. Ob- be done in advance. Preparation of
viously, this spreads the work load of depreciation and insurance entries and
taking physical inventories. The sum- certain prorations are examples of
marization and valuation of inven- this. Budgeted capital additions for
tories used to run well into the second the year are used as the basis for inweek after our closing date. Under terim quarterly entries for depreciation
our present schedule, this work is com- on new additions. Overtime work in
pleted on either the third or fourth the bookkeeping section on the Saturday. This improvement is the result day morning at the end of the thirof a great deal of careful study and teenth week has proved especially
constant effort to simplify and speed worthwhile because it permits processup this work without loss of accuracy ing the sales and vendors invoices
or control. Some of the specific steps which come in the mail that day.
Otherwise, the mail would be twice
we have taken include the following:
as heavy on the following Monday
I. Set up inventory forms and side captions
morning, the first day of concentration
in advance.
on closing.
2. Pre -price all inventories to the greatest
possible extent.

Inasmuch as great numbers of work
papers and statement forms are used
in each closing, it is very helpful to
get them set up in advance. Dates
4. Drop unnecessary decimal places from
and column headings can be inserted.
prices.
i
Last year's figures and similar informa5. Instead of waiting until the completed
inventories are received to scrutinize 'tion, where needed, can be filled in.
them for slow- moving and obsolete stock,
use weekly stock -on -hand reports pre- t Papers for a given job or a separate
pared for the sales department to deledger can be assembled into sets.
termine items which should be written
down or written off. We have found Standard instructions can be written
that it helps to have such decisions out
up and filed with these sets or can be
of the way before the closing date, insofar as possible.
written on the worksheets themselves.
Ledgers can be added up to make sure
Preparatory Work and Scheduling
they are in balance just before the last
Doing all possible closing work in postings. These are some of the many

3. Where actual

costs are required for
valuation purposes, use the actual figures for the first twelve weeks of the
quarter and do not wait for the thirteeth
week.
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advance preparations that save minutes
during the closing operation.
It is obviously essential to plan and
schedule every step of the closing. We
prepare extremely detailed schedules,
indicating when each report should be
mailed or teletyped from the plants to
the home office. The accountants at
the home office are given a schedule
showing the hours of the day at which
certain work will be completed or will
be available to them. The coordinators
check the progress of this schedule.
We do not pretend that we can predict the exact hour when a certain job
will be finished, but we can tell within
close limits. It is important to watch
the schedule closely. A delay at any
point is a warning to the coordinator.
Sometimes the treatment is extra help
on a job which is slow. Sometimes it
is permission to use an estimate instead
of an actual figure which is missing.
Sometimes the remedy is to rearrange
the work slightly so that we can "work
around" the figures that are going to
be late. The scheduling of each person's job helps him to see his personal
place in the whole plan. If other people are late, he can find satisfaction in
meeting his part of the schedule.
Other Helps

We do not eliminate pennies in our
general ledger, but we do eliminate
them in all of our financial statements,
starting with the trial balance. Figures are rounded to the nearest dollar
when listing the trial balance and we
JUNE, 1956

have found that the difference between
debits and credits never exceeds $10
for one ledger. From this point on,
pennies do not appear in our work
papers or statements. We tried rounding to the nearest $1000 in our statements but found that this did not save
us any time because of the trouble in
making rounded individual items add
up to rounded totals. Further, smaller
figures in subsidiary schedules lost
their significance when rounded to the
nearest $1000. Although it was said
that we do not eliminate pennies in the
ledger, we do eliminate them from
many of the standard journal entries,
such as the distribution of depreciation, insurance expense, and departmental charges for supplies and payroll. In other words, we use rounded
dollars in these entries and throw the
pennies necessary to balance into the
accounts having the largest charges.
We have standard costs on all products and we use them for pricing and
cost control. However, we do not have
them on our general books. We feel
that the fact that, as far as our general
books are concerned, all we have to
deal with are actual costs has helped
greatly in achieving relatively early
statement presentation.
Just prior to each closing date, our
budget department must publish a
forecast of operations for the next
twelve months. In doing this there is
necessarily developed a very close estimate for operations of the current
quarter. We use this as a very helpful
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check on the accuracy of our work.
The total sales, gross profits, unit costs
and selling prices, and net profits revealed by our statements should come
pretty close to the forecast estimates.
If they do not, something is wrong
with either the statements or the forecast. Occasionally a sizable error in
extending an inventory or a bookkeeping error is discovered and we are glad
that we had the forecast check. If the
forecast is wrong, we need to know
the reason, so that the difference between actual and forecast can be explained to management.
Expediting the Statements and the
Covering Report

It is essential that the number of
statements prepared at each closing be
kept to a minimum. From our efforts
to eliminate statements without depriving management of necessary information, we developed a plan for classifying statements into two groups. Group
1 includes essential consolidated operating statements and gets top priority.
Group 2 statements are supplementary
and are not started until the Group 1
statements are out of the way. The
Group 1 statements include the following on a consolidated basis:
I. Balance sheet and surplus and income
statements
2. Source and application of funds
3. Subsidiary schedules of inventories, selling and sales promotion expenses, etc.
4. A condensed schedule comparing operations of the current quarter with forecast
5. Report of operations.
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Group 2 statements change from
time to time, depending upon management's emphasis, but, in general, they
include:
I. Statements of divisional operations, often
broken down by product or product
groups
2. Analyses of various expenses of special
interest.
3. Schedules of laboratory and research expenditures
4. Pro -forma statements required by the
parent company for consolidation.

It is noteworthy that most of the
emphasis in Group 1 statements is on
year -to -date results compared with the
previous year to date. Group 2 statements are more likely to emphasize results of the current quarter. They are
also often prepared to meet the needs
of one man, such as a divisional manager, instead of being prepared for the
board of directors as is the case with
Group 1 statements. What we call our
closing work is limited to the preparation of Group 1 statements. These are
constant and well defined, which
renders our problem much more manageable than it otherwise would be.
The report of operations is a combination of text and statistics running
to ten or twelve pages. We have
found that the completion of this narrative report can be speeded up greatly
by establishing a fairly standard format, determining before the end of the
period what tables and comparative
figures will be required and setting up
the tables with the previous period's
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

figures ahead of time. In addition,
some of the narrative portion can usually be written, or outlined roughly,
ahead of time, leaving blanks for the
final figures. This procedure does have
the drawback of resulting in a report
which is somewhat the same for period
after period but we feel, and management has agreed, that this is the best
that can be expected in the time allowed.
Still Shaving Oif a Day at a Time

It was said at the beginning that we
mail out completed statements on the
seventh working day after the closing

date. Actually, our schedule calls for
six working days. That is our "par
for the course" but we have not quite
made it —yet. It still takes a great
deal of overtime to achieve even the
seven -day program. Thus far, we have
not used punched card tabulating
equipment in our accounting except
for sales statistics. We are now installing more equipment and we expect it to help our closing by producing expense distributions and trial balances of the general ledgers. If this
step makes it possible for us to meet
our six -day goal, we will then start
aiming at five days.

Helping Everyone Plan in a Small Business
by JOHN A. ESHELMAN, JR.
Chief Cost Accountant, Adams - Millis Corp., High Point, North Carolina

In the experience here related, the cost accountant was not content
to be left with details of operations projection which he felt that
he could not competently undertake. How this situation was developed to achieve co- ordinated planning is summarized in this paper.

T to do a better management jobneedsin
HE SM ALL M AN U FACT U RE R

order to maintain his competitive position and to achieve higher profit per
sales dollar. The cost accountant in
such a firm can play an important role
along with others in attaining the
firm's objectives. An example here is
that of a manufacturing firm producing consumer soft goods, with
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sales of between one and twenty million dollars annually, using as sales
outlets a combination of chain store
distributors, wholesalers and retailers.
Our hypothetical manufacturer has a
small but adequate cost department in
which a cost budget is prepared annually for the threefold purpose of setting up the basis for:
I. Absorption of burden costs, especially in
preparing commercial cost estimates.
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Upon self - examination, however, the
accountant recognizes defects and
weaknesses in the present procedure
3. The pricing of inventories.
and feels that he can participate in deThe Accountant's Self- Examination
veloping a better technique of budgeting
and provide more and improved
These are continuing needs and need
service
to management. He feels that
to be continuously met. The availability of burden costs for inclusion in he is competent in his chosen area of
commercial cost estimates helps keep specialization but recognizes his limithe firm's sales management informed tations beyond that area. First, relying
as to the probable cost of their line of on his experience and limited knowlproducts, with never more than a edge of the total business situation of
twelve month lag until revision. The his firm, he concludes that he is not
disclosure of variances enables the cost sufficiently equipped to produce the
personnel to inform all levels of man- best sales forecast for his company.
agement as to the current high -cost This is not all. In past years he has
areas needing immediate attention. The satisfactorily served the demands of
pricing of inventories is necessary to management, primarily through his
support statements presented to man- production budgets. These he has put
together after many informal converagement and to outsiders.
In its budgeting the company de- sations with the firm's top managevelops its costs for absorption at a ment and factory supervisors. Neverlevel of 80 per cent of the production theless, awareness of his own limitaof two eight -hour shifts. This level tions and his own experience in budgethas been selected by top - management ing have convinced him that the firm
in the light of the firm's recent experi- can do an improved job of planning
ence. But who has predicted the detail by establishing better working relationin terms of types and classes of goods ships between top functional and staff
to be manufactured and sold, by styles, personnel and thereby more effective
sizes, colors, and values? Answer: the integration and control of various
cost accountant. By so doing, he has phases of management.
Although he recognizes that he may
been able to meet the demands of the
sales executives for assistance in encounter some resistance to change
pricing, of production management for and may be considered presumptuous
information and analysis to aid cost and out of bounds by certain supercontrol, and of the financial account- visors and colleagues, his judgment
ants to provide figures for statement and sense of responsibility force him
to conclude that he can more ably
purposes.

2. Development of variances from normal
for discloseure as an integral part of the
monthly profit and loss statement.
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serve himself, management, its investors, and employees if he seeks to work
out with others an improved approach
to sales forecasting and co- ordination
of sales, production, and inventory
control.
Better Results All Around

How does he serve himself in this?
What difference does it make to him
who prepares a forecast and whether
it is entitled "sales forecast" or "production budget ?" Briefly, a sales forecast properly developed by a team of
competent executives from the sales,
production, finance, personnel, and
cost functions would not only relieve
him of some burden of planning but
would substitute for his individual
judgment, which is based on limited
knowledge and experience, a group
judgment which is more likely to be a
more accurate evaluation of the total
situation of the firm.
Thus, he, as cost accountant, obtains
an improved and reasonably secure
basis on which to budget and detail
cost breakdowns of the company. For,
a subtle but positive fault with the
costs based solely on the cost accountant's budgeted production is that sales
personnel never quite believes his cost
figures because they know he was not
as competent as they to forecast sales
—and, therefore, production. With
full participation and perhaps leadership of sales management in planning,
the forecast of volume and types of
sales is more likely to be accepted by,
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and make more of an impression upon,
various sales personnel. Such a situation would create a working relationship through which the cost accountant could be of increasing service to
the sales function and to all of the
management team.
How has the company been served?
In serving himself, the cost accountant
has automatically served his company,
inasmuch as a working relationship
and its constructive results which build
confidence among the members of the
management team is likely to produce
a co- ordinated attack focused on improving the company's profit position.
Of course, the sales forecast developed
by the team is not worthy of its title
unless it is projected through following stages of planning, which are
necessary for proper control and
smooth operation of various functional
activities:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sales promotion planning.
Personnel requirements planning.
Production planning.
Materials procurement planning.
Prompt deliveries planning.
Money requirements planning.
Cost absorption planning.

The point of departure for proper
co- ordination of all these activities
is in the understanding developed by
members of the team in the budgeting
process. The aim of all this planning
is to enable the company to take maximum advantage of its opportunities to
make a profit. Some individuals in
managerial positions, because of their
established habits of management and
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their personal attitudes and traits, will
be unwilling to accept this co- ordinated
planning. Some may be persuaded to
give it a try, but others will only want
to slip back into the old ways, which,
in their opinion, have built the company and made it successful. However,
if competition is keen, the members of
management will probably be more receptive to proposals for such co -ordinated planning and more likely to implement the various phases of it effectively.
How does the investor benefit? The
increased understanding of the firm's
total situation and its component activities gained in the forecasting process
and the use of the resultant budget in
managerial control serve to keep management alert on all fronts at all times.
This alertness will probably be translated into increased earnings.
The employees of the corporation
will benefit too. Planned operations
will mean steadier work, decreases in
labor turnover, probably some expan-
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sion which will increase opportunities
for advancement, strengthened morale,
sharply higher manufacturing efficiencies and a better overall compensation structure.
Effective Service

The cost accountant of the company
has an important role as a staff man.
He cannot make decisions for operating management and should try to
avoid the impression that he is trying
to invade its areas of responsibility.
His role in serving management is to
make his contributions to improved
approaches to planning and control of
operations. He has a duty to himself,
the company, its investors, and its employees to initiate, or participate in,
the development of proposals and
practices which will enable the company to attain immediate and permanent cost savings and to maximize the
effectiveness of the company's expenditures for productive and distributive
efforts.
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A WAY OF CONTROLLING

fo r w h i c h h e h a s n o u s e .

INVENTORY OBSOLESCENCE

T h e form is for wa rd e d to the mat e ri al

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

cont rol de p ar t me nt wh e r e a se arch is ma d e

THE matter of obsolescence is an important one in inventory control and may even
represent the largest single item in the
cost of handling inventories. First, what
causes obsolescence of inventories? Here
are some it ems that shoul d be take n ac-
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plant. If no use is found, the "obsolete"
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USEFUL COST DATA RESULTS
FROM COOPERATION

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
T O A R R I V E at product costs, the cost
accountant now gets help from many people. Not only do new materials, new manufacturing methods, higher labor rates,
higher material costs, higher overhead expense ratios, keener competition, make this
a natural development— management also
wants the entire organization to be permeated with a cost - conscious attitude and a
driving purpose to lower costs. The best
way to educate a group of people on the
elements of cost and to stimulate them to
redu ce costs is to ma ke each man a partner
in the compilation of costs under his control.
The purcha sing agent is best qua lified to
peer into the future and foreca st unit costs
for purchased materials. He knows past
costs and current quotations, questions visiting salesmen as to future trends, and
studies trade papers and market reports.
Then, the material control department (by
whatever title is assigned to it in a given
company) which orders material out for
production, knows when specifications are
changed —as to type of material, weight,
width a nd other factors—which affect cost.
The members of this sta ff assist in keeping
cost data current, i.e., as up to date as
the latest material specifications or bill of
material, at least with respect to significant
items. The receiving inspector can set up
simple tests to guard against failure to
follow specifications. For example, when
paper is purchased at a price per pound,
and the supplier furnishes heavier paper
than specifications, the excess weight makes
for higher costs.

The foreman can be held responsible
for watching yields. When material is
issued in job lots and yield is less than
expected, an investigation should be made
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to find the cause. If faulty machines or
faulty material or faulty machine set -up is
the cause, the foreman is responsible for
correcting the condition. The material
trucker who takes spoiled material, webbing, end waste, and other forms of unusable material away from an operation
can help in getting accurate costs. He
weighs and reports the quantity moved to
the disposal room or salvage area. The industrial engineer should be approached by
the cost accountant to secure a reasonable
standard for waste. He k nows what waste
has been in the past. He knows what efforts are being made to reduce waste. He
knows what is being done by conference
with the purchasing agent to get raw materials of a type which will reduce waste
and reduce unit costs.
The foreman whose performance is to
be measured by an overhead budget,
should definitely be a partner in the work
of establishing it. He knows better than
anyone else the changes he is pla nning for
the future. New products, new machines,
new methods all ca n and do cha nge spending. Most foreman take pride in reducing
costs. At the time of forecasting expenses,
he can summarize changes he has made
and improvements he is planning.
It is the time study engineer who supplies the cost accountant with the latest
piece rates or standard hours or whatever
basis is used to pay workers for production.
When employees are paid on the basis of
production completed, the labor cost is
known — barring troubles caused by mechanical or material defects, power failure,
etc. When the employee is paid by the
hour, the time study engineer can be very
helpful in studying the machine, the operation and the operator to determine a
proper standard for labor cost. The process
engineer, who determines sequence of operations and manufacturing methods is always examining methods and can supply
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

the cost accountant with notice of cha nges
so that labor and machine data are up -todate. The timekeeper also helps to accumulate data for labor control, overhead
determina tion, and control of earnings paid
to employees, by keeping accurate records
of time spent on direct labor operations,
by properly segregating expense labor classifications and by allocating idle time as
to causes. On consumer products, the quality control manager is usually responsible
for checking the variation (within tolerance) between actual content and weight
or quantity on the label of the finished
product. That knowledge may be useful
to the cost accountant in explaining differences between theoretical consumption
and actual consumption of material. Mechanical maintenance staff have vital information when new machines reduce labor
costs, but with added depreciation and upkeep. The new machine may take a greater
share of floor space, water, electricity and
other costs.
The sales manager should be the one to
forecast sales volume for the budget. He
knows which new products are to be introduced. He knows if sales effort will
be increased or diverted to different products. He knows about plans to advertise
and market products. He is closer to the
men who sell and his men should be able
to tell what the trend of sales will be.
Some companies also have a man who
functions as liaison between the plant,
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cost, purchasing and sales department. He
studies the end - product. He is responsible
for packaging appeal, counter displays, and
all merchandising technique which will increase sales to the consumer. He is responsible for studying the cost sheet to
see wha t can be done to reduce costs without impairing quality of the product. He
is responsible for evaluating the effect of
increased selling prices or lower prices.
His market research may uncover new uses
for the product, a new class of consumer,
or a new product. He works with the
cost accountant to discover the effect on
costs and profit margins of changes in
material, packaging, sales volume, and
other factors.
The cost accountant, then, is a co -ordinator. He secures his information from
many sources. He verifies the information
he gets, sifting it and comparing it with
information available to him. Because he
consults many people before preparing his
cost data, he can get them to feel interested in getting results. The real challenge
comes in seeing how much lower costs can
be reduced. The cost accountant becomes
a reporter, giving back to each member
of the team a comparison of actual costs
with standard or pre- determined costs. The
concerted action of many people to keep
costs down and to find ways of reducing
costs is the way to increased profits.
EDWARD S. LECKY
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AoArsairCmrrelft Readixg
Books and Pamphlets
Electronic Computers and
Management Control
George Kozmetsky and Paul Kircher, RfcGraw -Hill Book Company, 330 W . 42nd St.,
Ne w Yo rk , N . Y., 1956, 296 pp., $5.00.

The chapter which this book includes on
"Integrated Business Systems" is central to
the interest which accountants have in
electronic equipment but, as members of
business managements, they likewise have
interest in the work as a whole. The approach is gradual —to draw the reader into
the subject step -by -step, and the management viewpoint is kept in mind throughout. There are four bibliographies, one
on the "language of the computer" and
the others on programming, equipment, and
"a mathematical model for an integrated
data system."
Principles of Auditing
Arnold W . Johnson, Rinehart & Company,
Inc., 232 Madison Avenue, New York 16,
N . Y. , 1955, 400 pp., $6.30.

A new text by an author of texts in elementary, intermediate and advanced accounting, this work claims to be the first
auditing text to include "a chapter on the
application of statistical methods to the
procedures of auditing." The chapter arrangement is, in general, by asset and liability captions, preceded by opening treatments of planning the audit a nd of internal
check and control and succeeded by chapters on audit reports.
Foundations of Productivity Analysis— Guides to Economic Theory and
Managerial Control
Bela Gold, University of
1955, 303 pp., $5.00.

Pittsburgh Press,

It is just possible that industrial accountants would wish first to consult Sections
X and XI of this study (the section titles
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are respectively, "Effects of Productivity
Adjustments —Cost Criteria" and "Managerial Cost Objectives and Productivity
Adjustments —Cost Criteria" and "Manaand "out -put" discussions of the earlier
sections. Such a reader approach would
establish the relevance the treatment does
have to the work of the cost accountant
in its aspects of assisting in improvement
of efficiency of operations.
Proceedings of the Second Annual
Conference on Records Management
National Records Management Council and the
Graduate School of Business Administration of
New York University, September 1955, 79 pp.

The industrial accountant shares in records
management and has interest in its ramifications. There is much on control of volume of stored records and of protection of
records in the addresses here reported, and
much also about their effective organization. Likewise, there is discussion of the
effects on records management of the use
of electronic equipment. Records management as a profession is the topic of the
final paper included.
Business Law
Louis O. Bergh and Thomas Conyngton, The
Ronald Press Company, 15 East 26th St. New
York, N. Y. , Fifth Edition, 1956, 1005 pp.,
$7.00.

Sometimes called merchants' or commercial law, the general area of this manual has always been of concern to the
accountant, to whom its various elements
often define business situations and clarify
the accounting for them. This particular
work has gone through numerous editions,
the first of which was issued in 1920.
Among the topics of the various sections,
are contracts, agency, corporations, sales,
negotiable instruments, bankruptcy, etc.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW, March 1956 (College of Commerce and Administration, c/o Carson Cox, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio, single
copy $1.50)
Challenges to the Accounting Profession. John H. Zebley, Jr.
Tentative Statement of Cost Concepts Underlying Reports for Management
Purposes. Committee on Cost Concepts and Standards.
A Criticism of "Joint Cost Analysis as an Aid to Management." T. M. Hill.
Comments on "Attracting and Maintaining a Supply of Effective Accounting
Teachers ". Sidney G. W inter.
The Managerial Use of Data Obtainable in Conjunction with LIFO. Myron J.
Gordon.
Management and Industrial Accounting in Western Europe. Everett J. Mann.
Computers and Accounting Systems: A Bibliography. Robert H. Gregory.
CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, April 1956 (Chartered Accountants
Building, 69 Bloor St. East, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada, single copy $.50)
The Case for Social Accounting. J. E. Smyth.
A Budget for Saskatchewan Road Transportation. F. G. Copithorne.
THE CONTROLLER, April 1956 (2 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., single copy
$.50)
How a Corporation Raises Capital. A Report Prepared by the Finance Management Committee, New York City Control, Controllers Institute of America.
Electronic Data Processing and the Controller. Richard G. Canning.
Streamlined Inventory Control and Stabilized Production Planning. Herbert J.
Richmond.
*Cost Controls for Research. Edward J. Gesick.
COST AND MANAGEMENT, March 1956 (31 Walnut St. So., Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada, single copy $.50)
Cost Control in the Rubber Industry. Dan A. Hackney.
Manufacturing Organization. Croft Brook.
Executive Organization. Croft Brook.
THE NEW YORK CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, April 1956 (677 Fifth
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., single copy $.50)
The Budget as an Aid in Auditing Non - Profit Institutions. Frederick Grubel.
RETAIL CONTROL, March 1956 (100 W est 31st Street, New York I, N. Y., single
copy $.75)
The Importance of Internal Auditing in Retailing. Horace F. Windham.
Planning Capital Expenditures. Henry Noyer.
Preventing Pilferage Losses. Joseph E. Bernstein.
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes on particular articles.

Modern Day Trade and Professional
Associations —What They Are and
What They Do
Chamber of Commerce of the United Stater,

mation as to conditions within an industry
and the impa ct of external conditions upon

Washington 6, D. C., 1933, 43 pp., $ .50.

it. This pamphlet gives general description
of the work of trade associations under

Trade associations are sources of infor-

eight or ten headings, of which the most
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SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PERIODICALS
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT, April 1956 (74 Fifth Avenue, New York I I , N. Y.,
single copy $35 to members, $1.00 to nonmembers)
What Is An Integrated Material Handling Program? George G. Raymond, Jr.
New Managerial Control Ratios. Bela Gold.
'Setting Time Standards on Management W ork. James G. Bralla.
JOURNAL OF MARKETING, April 1956 (1525 East 53rd Street, Chicago 15,
Illinois)
The Cost Effectiveness Approach in Industrial Space Buying. Nathaniel R.
Kidder.
MANAGEMENT METHODS, April 1956 (141 East 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y.,
single copy $.50)
How to Cost Account a Suggestion System. L. W. McIntosh.
Internal Charts —A Common Language Code to Improve Executive Communication. Burton E. Rush.
A Case of Simple Linear Programming. W. Evert Welch.
THE OFFICE, April 1956 (232 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., single copy
$.35)
Qualifications for Supervision of an Electronic Office. Dr. John W . Carr III.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, April 1956 (132 W est Chelton Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania, single copy $.50)
How a Steel Company Simplified Procedure in Receiving Materiel —A Case History.
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes on particular articles.

pertinent to industrial accountants is that
of statistics, dealt with in about a page
of text. The latter half of the presen-

tation consists of a list of trade and professional associations affiliated with the
United States Chamber of Commerce.

Ar ti c l e s
Cost Controls for Research
Ed wa rd J . GeJi ck, Th e C o nt r oller , Apri l 1936.

This is a broad -gauge discussion of the
place of research in a bu siness and how to
evaluate its activities. There is much on
necessary involvement of management in
the over -all research endeavor and on research planning. Also presented is a form
of research project appraisal. The approach
of the article is practical, with the likelihood (or not) of u seful project results the
main point of inquiry.
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Setting Time Standards on
Maintenance Work
James G. B r alla , Ad va n c ed M a n a g em en t , Ap ri l
1956.

This article is a rather completely particularized discussion of the problems involved
in setting time standards for opera tions involved in maintenance work and the additional and perhaps more perplexing problems of applying and administering them.
The great number of operations involved
in maintenance work and the characteristics
which differentiate motion measurement in
these operations from conditions characteristic of other work, are discussed.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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COST JUSTIFICATION COMMITTEE REPORTS TO FEDERAL
TRADE COMM ISSION
I N 1953, A SE VEN -MAN Advisory Committee on Cost Justification was appointed
by the Federal Trade Commission, which
is charged with administration of the Rob-

"Anticipated costs —To the extent that
costs are fundamental to determination of
prices and sales policies, it is industrial
practice to base decisions on anticipated

inson- Patman Act, to "ascertain whether
it is feasible . . . to develop standards
of proof and procedure for costing which
can be adopted by the Commission as
guides to business enterprise." This Committee, under the chairmanship of Professor Herbert F. Taggurt, has now reported
back. Copies of the 26 -page report, dated
February 1956, are being made available
by the Commission (Washington 25 , D.C.)
"to interested parties for study and comment" but no action has been taken on it.
The report is divided into sections relating to "Basic Interpretations of the Cost
Proviso of the Robinson - Patman Act,"
"Accounting Proof and Procedures" and
"Federal Trade Commission Procedures and
Organization," and has as an appendix
"Illustrative Methods and Procedures for
Allocating Manufacturing and Distribution

costs. This requires assumptions as to
basic operating conditions, e.g., rate of production, product mix, specifications, etc.
When a seller is challenged under the
Robinson - Patman Act to justify a price differential, the costs to be considered are

Costs."
For its interest, and underlying character related to the report as a whole,
the portion of the section on proof and
procedures, which deals with "general
principles of pr oof" is given below. This
should be read, however, only as a significa nt fra gment of the entire report. The
excerpt follows:
General Principles of Proof
"T he Committee urges the Commission
to endorse the following general principles
concerning proof of an accounting nature
to serve as guides in the preparation and
consideration of cost - justification studies.
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historical, i.e., actual or retrospective, costs.
This should not mean, however, that the
studies of anticipated costs a re of no value,
provided the seller can show that actual
costs which vary therefrom resulted from
changes in operating conditions beyond the
control of the seller and not reasonably to
be anticipated. The same conditions apply
to any cost stu dy made prior to the period
under challenge.
"'Good faith' cost studies —Great weight
should be given to cost studies made in
good faith and in accordance with acceptable accounting doctrines. 'Great weight'
should be interpreted as meaning that accounting principles relied on by a respondent should have an evidentiary value superior to an adverse theory of accounting
unless the adverse theory is supported by
a prepondera nce of evidence that the principles relied on by the respondent are not
sound. A mere showing that a method
other than that used by the respondent
would produce narrower cost differences
should not serve to overthrow an equally
acceptable method used by the respondent.
"Areas of cost —Areas of cost demonstrably not pertinent to the issues should
be excluded from consideration for cost justification purposes.
1281

"Incurred costs—Robinson - Patman Act
studies should be based on costs actually
incurred; they should not be confined to
costs as recorded. Many companies do not
accrue all expenses during short periods.
Recognition of transactions may be postponed until a convenient time; or costs
capitalizable at the time of expenditure
may be charged to operating expenses for
convenience or for other reasons. The company making the cost analysis should rectify such departures from precise timing
of expense recognition a nd, conversely, the
Commission should insist upon such rectification where the result would be appreciably changed.
"Source of cost data —It should be recognized that data required to prove cost
justification cannot ordinarily be gathered
solely from the books of account. Admissibility of pertinent cost information should
not be prejudiced because it comes from
sources not under continuous accounting
control, such as special time studies, market surveys, and estimates and opinions of
qualified experts in production and marketing functions.
"Extent of cost surveys —The preparation
of unnecessarily exhaustive, time - consuming,
and expensive cost surveys should be
avoided.
"Classification of customers, orders, commodities and transactions— Classification or
grouping of customers, orders, commodities,
and transactions has repeatedly been recognized by the Federal Trade Commission
as a valid business practice. Wha t this
means is that it is not necessary to cost justify each sale transaction or sales to
each individual customer. This is important
for cost - justification purposes, since if no
transaction or customer could be trea ted as
a member of a class or grou p the cost of
making each individual sale would have to
be ascertained. Such refinement would be
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outside the realm of practicability and
would tend to make price uniformity a
necessity, regardless of economies of manufacture, sale or delivery in dealing with
certain customers.
"At the same time, the privilege of
classification is not a license to disregard
sound business and accounting concepts.
In order to become the basis for cost ju stification of price differentials, the classification should be logical and should reflect
actual differences in the manner or cost
of dealing. Great care should be taken in
establishing price classes to make sure that
all members of the class are enough alike
to make the averaging of their costs a sound
procedure. Customer groupings may properly
be based not only on quantities sold but
also according to the way customers place
their orders: whether for immediate delivery or later shipment on a fixed schedule; in large or small orders; placed directly at the factory or through a sales branch;
for on -peak or off -peak manufacture, etc.
These trade factors may all be reflected
in cost and as criteria for customer classification.
"Sampling —The use of sampling techniques is universal in statistics, business
management and accounting. It is essential
if the cost of cost analysis is to be kept
within reason. Sampling is used in almost
every phase of cost analysis. Shorter periods
of time are used to represent longer periods; a few salesmen, warehousemen, or
clerks are taken as representative of all;
two or three sa les offices or territories may
be representative of a company's entire
operations;

and

intensive study of

the

handling of a few orders may suffice to
give a picture of the handling of all. No
opportunity to mak e use of valid sampling
techniques

should

be overlooked.

"T he basic requirement for valid sampling is that the sample be truly repreN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

sentative of the whole. Such sampling is
given greater probative force if it is repeated from time to time with appropriate
variations which will demonstrate its representative character. The type of sampling
most likely to be used in Robinson - Patman
Act cost studies is the so- called "judgmental" sampling, in which the data are carefully selected for their known representative character. The competence of the
judgment must be established. The random, or statistical, sample should be used
where feasible, however, because of its demonstrable lack of bias.
"Where time studies are necessary because operations are not uniform, it is
adequate to make them on a sampling
basis. It is not usually necessary to obtain
time reports or to make stop -watch studies
over a lengthy period or of all persons
involved in an operation. A representative
period may be allowed to stand for a
longer period, such a s a week for a month,
or a month for a yea r. The work of representative members of a group may be timed
and the result allowed to stand for the
entire group.
"Where a complaint covers a period of
several years a cost - justification study based
upon a full accounting (quarterly, semiannual or annual), when accurate inventory
adjustments and other "closing" data are
readily available, should be acceptable as
fairly representative of the entire period
of the complaint in the a bsence of affirmative evidence of a substantial nature to the
effect that earlier or later conditions were
at variance with the period under study to
an extent which would appreciably alter
the results. Whatever time period is used
in any cost study should be truly representative and free as far as possible from
seasonal, cyclical, or accidental variance in
volume of business, charteristics of sales
transactions, or incidence of expenses.
"T he use of sampling is one of the
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many areas in which cooperation between
personnel of the company mak ing the study
and the Commission accounting staff may
be sought. Wherever sampling is contemplated in a study which the Federal Trade
Commission accounting staff will ultimately
have to review, advance agreement on the
validity and scope of the sample may be
desirable.
"Substitution for time studies —The element of time is of almost universal importance where human effort is involved.
However, for cost - justification purposes,
time does not always have to be actually
measured. Instead, logical inferences concerning time may often be accepted in
measuring cost. For example, under typical
circumstances, it may be assumed that it
tak es a u niform a mount of time to prepa re
each invoice line, regardless of the article
sold or the quantity of a rticles represented.
Under such conditions, the invoice line becomes a valid unit of measure of human
effort.
"Incremental costs —Cost justification is
sometimes claimed solely on the ba sis of a
difference in cost in the seller's entire
business with and without the purchases
of a particular customer. Such showing
should not be considered an appropriate
cost - justification device. All customers are
entitled to share in the benefits of such
a reduction in unit costs, since all customers taking goods from a commom source
are logically responsible for the effect of
volu me on u nit costs.
"Cost variations —The costs applicable
to cost justification are those which vary
either directly or indirectly with the factor
upon which the price differential is based.
The measure of cost justification is the
amount of the variance per unit of product.
Costs should not be excluded from the cost justification process merely because they are
indirect or difficult to allocate."
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